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ABSTRACT
The jurisdiction to impose tax rs based on two principles to classify one
country's authority; 'Source principle' and 'Residence principle'. When a source
country and resident country have the authority to tax, this is similar for income and
profit, that means income will be taxed at two or more times, once from the source country
and another time from the country of residence, may it be the income or profit, both ways it
result to injustice to the taxpayer. This is known as 'Double Taxation'.
Double Taxation Agreement (DTA) is one measure to eliminate or relief
double taxation by accede agreements on tax treaties with the contacting countries
who will be deciding on a solution for double taxation incurring between two or more
countries, that is known as a bilateral relief measure. The other measure is Unilateral
Relief, which can be a policy of a state country to eliminate double taxation to protect
their residence from being taxed more than one time from the in the source country.
Thailand is using both, unilateral and bilateral relief measures. Unilateral relief
is stipulated in the Royal Decree No.300 B.E.2539 for elimination of double ta'<.ation
on income that was already taxed in another foreign country or Section 3 of the Royal
Decree No.442 B.E.2548 to exempt on dividend income that was taxed in another
foreign country to be expensed again under the Revenue Code to provide measure for
relief double taxation. Studies have revealed that the use of bilateral relief in
connection with unilateral relief remained several issues and loopholes, particularly,
when it came to control among limits on tax credit when taxpayer uses the unilateral
method and there are no restriction used for bilateral measures where attempts to use
the unilateral relief measures to gain benefits follows. There should be limitations to
control the use of unilateral tax relief, which at the same time, are harmful to the
principle of neutrality of the international taxation system.

IV

This research focuses on analyzing cases using Royal Decree No. 300 B.E.
2539 and Royal Decree No. 442 B.E. 2548.
Firstly, the problem of the formulation (Ax C =Foreign Tax Credit) under the
Royal Decree No. 300 B.E. 2539, that provides tax privileges along with tax credit
through fommlation of DTAs, fornmla (

'.'.!__

B

x c

= Foreign

Tax Credit), mostly

revealed problems on CIN and CEN by Thai investors.
Secondly, the Royal Decree No. 442 B.E. 2548 has found the problem of
provides tax privilege excessively of tax exemption about dividend was received from
foreign country in case of non-negotiate DTAs with Thailand. Over exemption on
divide11d was received from receiving full tax exemption, under Tax Ruling of
Revenue Department of MF.0706 (KM.04)/883 which regulate on withholding taxes
in a foreign country can be used for deductible expenses.
In addition, to specify on unilateral tax relief without restraint, arbitrary or
without the axiom of international treats unsuitable. Inevitably, losing on tax revenue
of Thailand and claim be harmfully to stability in investment opportunity to Thai
investors to have expanded their business to aboard, especially where no negotiating
country is party to the Double Taxation Agreement (DTAs) with Thailand, which
could increase the chance of expanding new market in the in international economy.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1 Background and General Statement of the Problem

In the current global economy, tax systems are primarily aimed at financing
expenditures of businesses. All businesses aim to carry minimimum tax burden, they
can become a major factor for investors to invest in a country, the reason for businesses to
create jobs, operate a business 1, and result in decreasing profit of a company. Besides,
if taxes are incurred from international business transition it might affect investor's
decision to invest in one country.
The jurisdiction to impose tax is based on two principles; the Source Principle
and the Residence Principle. Under the "Source Principle", a Country's claim to tax
income is based on the Country's relationship to that income. For example, a Country
would invoke the source principle to tax income derived from the extraction of
mineral deposits located within its territorial boundaries2 . Under the "Residence
Principle'',a Country's claim to tax income is based on its relationship to the person
deriving that income. For example, a Country would invoke the residence principle to
tax wages earned by a resident of that Country without reference to the place where
the wages were paid . Residence Principle mainly impose tax on the worldwide income

1

Depaitment of Economic and Social Affairs Division for Public Administration

and Development Management, Manual for the Negotiation of Bilateral Tax Treaties
between Developed and Developing Countries (United Nations: New York, 2003),
p.9., at http://unpanl.w1.org/intradoc/groups/public/docun1ents/UN/ UNP AN008579.pdf,
(last visited 19 July 2014).
2

Asa Johansson, Christopher Heady, Jens Arnold, Bert Brys and Laura

Vartia, Tax and Economic Growth Economics Depmtment Working Pager No.620
(Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development: n.p., 2008), p.5., at
http://www.oecd.org/tax/tax-policy/4 l 000592.pdf, (last visited 12 august 2014).

2

of its residents3 . Thereby, tax burden aiises when income or profit has incurred on the
relationship of income to the taxing country or relationship on taxpayers in the taxing
country based on residence

4

.

So, when the source country and resident country who

have authority to tax, in similar income or profit, that means income will be taxed at
two or more times, once from the source country and another time from the country of
residence, may it be theincome or profit, both ways it result to

injustice to the

taxpayer.
Double Taxation Agreement (OTA) has been created for the proposition to
resolve the problem, whereas one earned income has taxed in two or more times, are
created the method for solving problems by using the method to reduce the double
taxation or eliminate the tax. However, in a globalized economy, we have a double tax
burden in two categories as; the Economic Double Taxations5 and the Double Ta'<ation
Jurisdiction6
Double Taxation Agreement (OTA), attempts to find the way to eliminate the
double taxation by using the relief methods example; deductible tax, tax credit, tax
exemption or tax sparing. However, they do not have perfect ways to resolve the tax
burden, it depends on the situation, traditional or circumstance which each country
attempted to use the way is appropriate and mostly made benefit to that country.
Nevertheless, the Double Taxation Agreement (OTA) is one measures to eliminate or
relief the double taxation by accede the agreement on tax treaties with the contacted
countries that will decide

the methods of relief for the double taxation which is

incurred in both countries or more, which is also known as a measure of bilateral
3

Ibid., p.5.

4

Department of Economic and Social Affairs Division for Public Administration

and Development Management, Manual for the Negotiation of Bilateral Tax Treaties
between Developed and Developing Countries (United Nations: New York, 2003),
p.9., at http:// unpan l .un.org/intradodgroups/public/docm11ents/UN /UNP AN008579.pdf,
(last visited 19 July 2014).
5

Vern Krishna, Income Tax Law, 211 d ed. (Canada: Irwin Law Inc. 2012), at

http://www.irwinlaw.com/cold/economic double taxation, (last visited 17 August 2014).
6

Christiana HJI Panayi, Double Taxation, Tax Treaties, Treaty Shopping and

the European Community, (Netherlands: Kluwer Law International, 2007), p.13-14.
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relief The second one is unilateral relief, which is the policy of the country to promote
their residents to eliminate the payment of double taxation or to be taxed in the source
country.
In Thailand we have both measures;unilateral and bilateral reliefs, Thailand
accedes bilateral relief in a form of tax treaties with around 57 other countiies 7 .
Thailand created unilateral relief throughgovernment policy, as can be seen in the
Section 3 of the Royal Decree No.300 B.E.2539 8 for elimination of double taxation
on income that was already taxed in another foreign country or Section 3 of the Royal
Decree No.442 B.E.2548 9 to exempt on dividend income that was taxed in another
foreign country to be expensed again under the Revenue Code to provide measure for
relief double taxation.
Although, Thailand has these two measures that relief the burden of double
taxation but both are difficult to understand and therefore be applied. Even though,
Royal decree No.300 B.E.2539 and

Royal Decree No. 442 B.E.2548 are both

domestic regulatory policy that introduced

unilateral tax relief, but there are no

restrictions that determine the position of a taxpayer who used the bilateral method
and attempt to use the unilateral method as well to gain more

benefits. The

international tax relief rule should apply only one method, either uni lateral or bilateral,
per case. Especially, it should have limitation to control the using of unilateral tax
relief measures so that domestic policies can be easier determined.
For example, a Thai resident is operating a business in Thailand under the
Thai Civil and Commercial Code. The company runs businesses in Vietnam, which
also signs a DTA with Thailand. When this company in Vietnam earnsincome, the
company has to pay taxes in Vietnam under the Source Principle and receive a tax
ce1iificate. Consequently, the Thai company attempt to claim for tax credit under
Section 47 bis of the Revenue Code. Thailand and Vietnam has a DTA to eliminate
the income earned in Vietnam, therefore the income taxed in Vietnam can be claimed
by the taxpayer taxed credit under the DT A. However, the Thai company can still be
7

Revenue Department, Thailand tax treaties compilation, at http://www.rd.

go.th/publish/765.0.html, (last visited 18 August 2014).
8

See on Appendix A.

9

See on Appendix B.
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taxedby using the Royal Decree No. 300. In this situation, it is illustrated that our
regulation still have some gaps or loopholes that may confuse when determining the
tax relief method between bilateral reliefs under a DTA and unilateral reliefs under
domestic policy.
In other cases, Thai investors who invest in a foreign country may received
income from foreign country between "negotiated on DTA" and "unnegotiated on
DTA". The calculation method of foreign tax credits is different, because calculation
under DTA provids less credits than calculation under the Royal Decree No. 300
which is distorted and can cause a problem of neutrality in taxation.
Moreover, as Thailand is a member of the Association of South East Asian
Nation (ASEAN) and all ASEAN members has signed the agreement for Economic
cooperation in the name of the ASEAN Economic Community (AEC). One of the
economic cooperation is to make double taxation agreements or tax treaties with each
other in AEC countries. The problem of conflict between unilateral relief and bilateral
relief measures will occur in AEC and a gap of this problem will make Thailand lose
in value in taxation.

1.2 Hypothesis of the Study

At present, the unilateral tax relief method in Thailand is regulated in the Royal
Decree No.300 B.E. 2538 and the Royal Decree No.442 B.E. 2548 under the Revenue
Code of Thailand B.E.2481 which stiputates for the relief of the tax burden which was
paid in a foreign source country to reclaim tax credits, expenses or tax exemption.
Nevertheless, both unilateral and bilateral tax relief are international standard, because
there are unmeasures to specify the limit on the method of calculation and measures to
control loophole in unilateral tax reliefs privilege under the Royal Decree No.300
B.E.2538 which regulate that a gap can become a double privilege in income that was
taxed in accordance with the Royal Decree No.442 B.E. 2548 which provide tax
exemption to their dividend, and to the privilege of withholding tax which ta\. an
expense when taxpayers use bilateral relief measures and attempt to use unilateral as
well. So, if we can specify the limitation or control for using unilateral measures under
the Royal Decree No.300 B.E. 2538 and the Royal Decree No.442 B.E. 2548, we can

5
solve the conflict between the double privilege of unilateral and bilateral relief
measures and also suggests

appropriate tax neutrality, in compliance with the

international standard, for the Thai tax system.

1.3 Objective of the Study

1.

To study the background and the methodology of the laws and regulations

related to unilateral and bilateral relief in Thailand.
2.

To study the background of Royal Decree No.300 B.E. 2538 and Royal

Decree No.442 B.E. 2548.
3.

To study standard regulation on bilateral reliefs of the OECD model, and

UN model.
4.

To study and analyze the problem between unilateral and bilateral relief to

providing double privilege of unilateral relief under Royal Decree No.300 B.E. 2538
and tRoyal Decree No.442 B.E. 2548.

1.4 Study Methodology
The methodology of this research is a documentary research. The primary
sources are the Revenue Code B.E.2481, the Royal Decree No.300 B.E.2539, and the
Royal Decree No.442 B.E.2548. The supplementary sources are OECD, Tax treaties
of OECD model, and tax treaties of the UN model. Furthermore, related articles,
books, journals, and information from the Internet are used in this study.

1.5 Scope of the Study
This research focuses on the background of tax burden relief according to tax
treaties, particularly, on unilateral and bilateral relief under Royal Decree No.300 B.E.
2538 for giving double tax credit and the Royal Decree No.442 B.E. 2548 for giving
double benefits when income was taxed to expenses under the Revenue Code of
Thailand, as well as focusing on other foreign unilateral policy models such as that of
the OECD model, and the UN model. Besides, this research study will focus on the

6
limitation

to solve problems between unilateral and bilateral relief of universal

models.

1.6 Expectations of the Study
1.

To understand the background and the methodology of regulations on

unilateral and bilateral relief in Thailand.
2.

To understand the background of Royal Decree No.300 B.E. 2538 and

Royal Decree No.442 B.E. 2548.
')

.)

.

To understand the limitation on bilateral relief of the OECD model, and

the UN model.
4.

To provide recommendation for applying limitation to control the use of

unilateral relief measures when used bilateral relief before, as well as, to solve the
problem of unilateral relief and bilateral relief which can lead to double privilege
under the Royal Decree No.300 B.E. 2538 and Royal Decree No.442 B.E. 2548.

Chapter 2
The Basic Principles of Double Taxation and
International Taxation

As we know, increasing foreign investment is a sign of growing business
industry in the country. The developments of corporate transactions, especially on tax
practices in some states, involving tax planning and adoption of legal measures stimulates
international economics. TI1ere are two ways to expand international business corporation;
by branches and by subsidiaries in the recipient country. One of the famous operations
in international business transaction is 'Multinational Corporations' (MNCs) 10 • MNCs
means "an enterprise operating in several countries but managed from one (home
country)". They have a Parents Company in the home country and expand to host
countries by setting up subsidiaries or branch companies according to the Foreign
Direct Investment (FDI). 11 For example; Company A is a Thai company establishes in
Bangkok, Thailand (Home Country) needs to operate their business in Yangon,
Myanmar; therefore they set up subsidiaries in Myanmar (Host Country).
The main purpose of MNC is circulating capital between home country and host
cotmtry, or to a third country for investment. Although, the Parent Company (Home
Country) will invests (Capital Flows) to the host country by establishing a Subsidiary
Company to divide entity of the company, but it has, indirectly, the Parent company
will still has control and ownership of voting stock of subsidiaries or, in the case
where Parent company invests (Capital Flows) in a host country by establishing a
Branch Company by direct control of the parent company. Although, in legal term,
subsidiary and branch have different legal entity statuses, but when it comes to
10

Panit

Dhrirapharbwongse, International

Business Taxation (Bangkok:

Winyuchon, 2009), p.37.
II

Leon Grunberg, "The IPE of Multinational Corporations," in Introduction

to International Political Economy, eds. David N. Balaam and Michael Veseth (Upper
Saddle River, NJ: Prentice Hall, Inc., 2001 ), pp. 346-368 cited in http://kositthiphon.
blogspot.com/7008/ 17 /multinational-corporations-mncs-foreign.html Chinese - Asian
Studies of Sitiphon Kruangratikarn, (last visited 19 May 2015).
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transferring of profit or dividend (Flows of Income) to the parent company, there are
similarities when it comes to paying taxes to the countries that have authority to
collect tax across borders ( (even if both entities have different position in the Thai tax
system).

Table 1: T11e cycle of cash r1mv

Home country
Parent

Capital Flmvs (im;estment)
)

Compillr;

Host country

- Subsidiar.c
-Branch

Flows of income
- Di,:idend
- Profit (Remittent)

-

1:P

The conflicting problem of paying tax to state authorities based on the
jurisdictions is common to all international business corporations. The conflict of
jurisdiction occurs when a person or legal person (Subject to

Taxation) has relied

with the connection of the taxing state (Tax Authorities), and ending up with paying
taxes twice based on different jurisdiction, . Taxes are imposed a local levels where
the central government is the main taxing authority designing and regulating the rules
freely. However, sovereign state is neither dependent on nor subjected to any other
power or state. That is to say 'tax jurisdiction is a consequence of a state's territorial
sovereignty and within the unlimited legislative fiscal jurisdiction' 12 • State authorities
impose taxes independently which lead to the problem of imposing tax differently on
international business transaction across cross border from one state to another.
International taxation refers to tax levied on the cross-border transaction. The
transaction it may take place between two or more persons or entities in two or more
countries or tax jurisdiction. Such a transaction may involve a person in one country
12

Panit Dhrirapharbwongse, International Business Taxation, pp. 28-29.

9

with property and income flows in another country. So, the country that has the
authority to impose tax on an international transaction shall take into consideration the
relationship between the taxpayer and the state authority. Relationship of tax state that
is acceptable according to international taxation law is the relationship between the
"Residence Principle" for a person (Taxpayer) who deem to be a resident of that
country and the relationship to the persons (Individual I Legal Person) who are earning
incomes or making profits from a country which is known as "Source Principle".

2.1 The Principle of Double Taxation

Double Taxation occurs because most states tax their residents on total annual
income irrespective of whether the income derives from their country of residence or
from aboard. Besides taxing persons who are fully liable to tax, state also tax persons

-,....

who are not fully liable to tax on different kinds of activities performed in the territory
of the state.

13

:t=.
2.1.1 Types of Double Taxation

The influence of a state to impose tax on any subject is based on the
Source Principle or Resident I Nationality Principle in each jurisdiction. So, when the
each of the state has own power to design the tax law, one state may use its power to
tax on the same subject with other state. This is called "double taxation". We can say
that double taxation is a tax principle referring to income taxes that are paid twice on
the same source of earned income. 14 Some tax lawyers have extended the meaning of
double taxation by stating that imposed taxes by the state, on the same income more

13

Mogens Rasmussen, Internatinal Double Taxation, (Great Britain: Kluewr

Law, Netherlands), p. l.
14

Investopedia, at http://www.investopedia.com/terms/d/double taxation.asp

(last visited 7 June 2015).
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than one time, on the other hand it is the same income with the same tax base is to be
imposed by more than one state. 15
As already mentioned no state uses only one tax principle. Almost every
state uses the Principle of Source, Residence and Nationality combined together in
order to impose taxes in
International

connection with

economic have

Therefore, it is possible

personal or economic transaction.

many cross-border transactions

the a

between states.

taxpayer can be taxed several times on their

international transaction, because an income, for example, may be taxed under the
Source Principle in one state and under the Residence Principle in other state.
For example, Company A in the United State has a branch in Thailand. In
the years of2014 the branch of Company A has earned a profit 20,000,000 Baht, and a
branch shall derive the profit to the parent company in the United State. That profit in
Thailand under Thai Revenue Code Section 66 that profit shall be taxed under the
income under the Source Country. When they derive profit from the parent company it
was the income of Company A, a worldwide income, according to the Residence
Principle or Nationality because Company A established a company which resident is
the United State.
The movement of financial transaction transfeITing under the international
economic system can lead to double taxation based on legal jurisdiction, and some on
economics jurisdiction as well. Double taxation has two categories:-

1.

Economic Double Taxation

In the case of a tax imposed to two different taxpayers on the same
mcome we can say that a taxpayer has been taxed on the same amount. Economic
Double Taxation occurs when a corporation earned income as profit, which is ta"Xed as
corporate income tax in the first times. After that a corporate has distributed the
income that has taxed by corporate income tax to shareholders as dividend. This is will
taxed as the personal income tax for the second times. 16 This is called the economic
15

Thanapol Keawsatit, International Ta'Cation and Principle of Double

Taxation Agreement CDTAs), (Bangkok: Choun print 50), P. 303.
16

Vern Krishna, Income Tax Law, 211 ct ed. (Canada: Irwin Law Inc. 2012), at

http://www.irwinlaw.com/cold/economic double taxation, (last visited 17 August 2014).
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double taxation which is imposed to the, different taxpayers, but taxed on same earned
mcome.
For example, Mr. B is the shareholder of Company A that was
established in Thailand. All income of the company A that was a profit shall be taxed
under Section 65 and Section 65 bis of Thai Revenue Code. So, when the Company A
has distributed dividend to shareholders, Mr. B will receive the dividend that has been
already taxed. Mr. B has received a taxable income and shall be taxed as personal
income tax of Mr. B. However, the Revenue Code of Thailand Section 40 (4) (b)
provides a tax credit from the dividend which is paid under Section 47 bis.
Table 2: Economic Double Taxation

Company A
earned net profit

That profit has
taxed under
corporate income
tax and distribute
to shareholder

An income of
l\fr. B has taxed

l\lr. B has receiYe
income fron1

under personal
income tax

company A, after
taxed

2.

The Juridical Double Taxations

As the second juridical of double taxation to make the conflict in the
taxation is the juridical double taxation, as in the case of one taxpayer has the burden
of taxes in more than one state. Also that can be decreed that is a taxation of two
authority's countries when each country has authorized to tax the income or profit
from the same taxpayer in respect of the same subject major and for identical periods,
the jurisdiction double taxation is differentiated economic double taxation by the
conflicting of source principle and residence principle. In particular, on the Residence
Principle, jurisdiction was extended to foreign source of income of residents. On the

12
Source Principle, jurisdiction is extended to Source Country of non-residents. So, if
one taxpayer has earned income from the Source Country, they shall pay tax to Source
Country. When the taxpayer has derived his income to their hometown (Residence
Country), they pay tax in his Residence Country. This situation is called double
taxation of jurisdiction on conflict principles. 17

Table 3: The Juridical of Double Taxation

Branch of
company X has
earned income in
2014 about 100
million Baht

\\JERS/

That profit vrns
received shall be
taxed on resident
basic at second
times

That net profit
has be taxed
under source
basic at first time,
before deriYed

As Bran ell are
derived their

profit to their
parent company

Example, Company X established in Thailand has branch to
establish in Malaysia, and the branch in Malaysia has earned net profit in the year
2014 with 100 million Baht, then that prophet shall be tax imposed on the source
principle in Malaysia under territorial income, first time. After that the branch in
Malaysia has derived on that profit to the parent company in Thailand, it was
calculated to total income as a net profit with the residence principle of Thailand under
worldwide income, second times.
However the juridical double taxation under the OECD Committee
on Fiscal Affairs states in its introduction to OECD model DTA defines the following;

17

Christiana HJI Panayi, Double Taxation, Tax Treaties, Treaty Shopping and

the European Community, (Netherlands: Kluwer Law International, 2007), pp.13-14.

13

International juridical double taxation can be generally defined as the
imposition of comparable taxes in two or more states on the same taxpayer in respect
of the same subject matter and for identical period. Its harmful effects on the exchange
of goods and services and the movement of capital, technology and persons are so well
known that it is scarcely necessary to stress the importance of removing the obstacles
the double taxation present to the development of economic relation between countries. 18

2.1.2 Types of Tax Jurisdiction
Under the jurisdiction, in international taxation, has authority of each
country determined their own tax regulation including taxes on any income that have
occurred within their borders in the country? There is a different tax rate regulation in
income base, time of income recognition and tax structure for an approach to taxation.
Even though every corporation and person is a resident of at least one country, and
which most countries tax their residents on their worldwide income and tax nonresident on their income earned income within that country. Therefore, a resident of
one country earning income in another country will find themselves potentially subject
to tax on the same income both within the home country and in the country of their
business (source country). This is a purpose of the same income which was taxed
twice according to double taxation. 19
Jurisdiction under international tax theory compnses of residence
jurisdiction and source jurisdiction.

1.

Residence Jurisdiction
Residence Jurisdiction Principle indicates that "a person who was a

resident in which country shall pay tax in that country, even though the person has
earned their income in another country". This, in other world, is known as the
worldwide income basis which means the total aggregate of revenue generated by a

18

OECD Committee on Fiscal Affairs, Model Tax Convention on Income and

Capital, (Paris: OECD, 2003), p. 7.
19

Steven Huddait, International Taxation, (Taxation and Management Decision:

ACCTG 550: Pennsylvania State University, 2005), p. l.
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tax paying entity from all sources that includes foreign, domestic, passive and active income
from operations and investments. 20
Residence principle analyses the connection with Personal Attachment. 21
The connection shall be between the marital status of the person who is a resident and
a state resident. This illustrate, that the principle kept into consideration the fiscal
domicile, residence or nationality of that person. This study .will focus on fiscal
domicile, and the residence. Nationals are subject to taxes only by their nationality
despite where they may live .. For the taxes on domicile or resident person (temporary)
one may consider persons who are permanently in the country or persons who are
deemed to be a residence under the revenue regulation of that country. This principle
may apply for individual persons but may not apply to legal person.
Example 1 (individual person): Mr. A, Thai nationality, lived in
Thailand, and has earned income in 2014 from Thai company 900,000 Baht. He has
received the dividend from the holding company in Japan 300,000 Baht, and profit
from his branch company in Malaysia 700,000 Baht. Thus, Mr. A has earned his
income in 2014 in Thailand 900,000 Baht and foreign income 1,000,000 Baht, which
has totaled on his income of 1,900,000 Bal1t. On the worldwide income principle
(Residence Rule), the total income of Mr. A shall be taxed under residence rule that
must be under condition on domestic condition as Thailand conditional the foreign
income will has tax when taxpayer has derive that income on taxing year as the same
earn that income) shall be taxes on that total income of 1,900,000 Baht from the
worldwide income and calculate with the progressive tax rate (Thais Tax Rate) to has
taxed on Thailand.
Example 2 (business corporation): Company A is established in Thailand
(Parent company) and has earned a total income of 200,000,000 Baht in 2013. The
income comes from expanding operating businesses; i.e., Thailand, 100,000,000 Baht;
Hong Kong 60,000,000 Baht; and Malaysia 40,000,000. So, on the residence principle,
Company A shall be the resident of Thailand by incorporation of Revenue Code.
Then, all of their income wherever they earn in years 2013 shall be remitted and
20

Business Dictionary, at http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/world

wide-income.html, (last visited 17 Fcbmary 2015)
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subjected to taxes in Thailand. However, in this case Company A has earned an
income and was taxed under the source country for the income from Hong Kong and
Malaysia. Thailand shall provide foreign tax credits on the income which was taxed in
another country. That was one method to resolve the conflict on tax jurisdiction.
Since the Residence Principle refers to when a person is a resident of one
country, that person will receive the benefit of public service from that Government
such as being entitled to use public utility, government protection for life and property,
standard education, etc., they ought to pay tax to the state. Nevertheless, there are two
characteristics of Residence Principle; 1) Temporary Residence 2) Domicile or
Permanent Residence. 22

1)

Temporary Residence
Temporary residence is the idea of people who receive of the pro,

direct or indirect, from the country that person living in temporarily. They shall pay
tax in that country which considered on neutralized to tax both temporary and
permanent residents.
However, the Thai Revenue Code has determined of taxing on
temporary residence with conditions by regulating that "A resident of Thailand who in
the previous tax year derived assessable income under Section 40 from an employment
or from business carried on abroad or from a property situated abroad shall, upon
bringing such assessable income into Thailand, pay tax in accordance with the
provisions of this Part. Any person staying in Thailand for a period or periods
aggregating 180 days or more in any tax year shall be deemed a resident of
Thailand"

23

In the case of the United Kingdom, the Temporary Residence under
UK law, the Revenue Code has similar concepts with the Thai conditions, however,
the United Kingdom take into consideration the following 3 issues

24

;

(1) The persons

who live in the United Kingdom, for a period less than 2 years but not less than 183
22

Sumet Sirikunchoat, International Taxation Law, p. 45.

23

Revenue Code of Thailand section 41 paragraphs 2 and 3.

24

Chaiyasith Traclmtham, Taxation Law, nine edition, (Bangkok: Kungsiam

publishes, n.d.), pp.888-889.
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days and a temporary accommodation resident in United Kingdom, These persons
shall be deemed to be the resident of the United Kingdom. (2) The persons who live in
the United Kingdom for a period of more than 2 years, it shall be deemed to be the
resident of the United Kingdom. (3) The persons who live in the United Kingdom not
less than 4 consecutive years (each tax year those persons are in the United Kingdom
is not less than 91 days) it shall be deemed to be the resident of the United Kingdom.
So, on the residence in the United Kingdom not consider of the actual residence of that
person, but considering on the period of living in the United Kingdom.

2)

Domicile or Permanent Residence

Pennanent Residence is based on a person living in the country as a
resident. They have the true relationship to the economics of the country, as they
consume, and use all public utilities, to live and to have their income or property in
that country. Thai Revenue Code determined taxing permanent resident under section
41 paragraph 2 which stipulates that "A resident of Thailand who in the previous tax

year derived assessable income under Section 40 from an employment or from
business carried on abroad or from a prope1iy situated abroad shall, upon bringing
such assessable income into Thailand, pay tax in accordance with the provisions of
this Part"
As mentioned at the beginning, in the case of the United States there
are 3 basic principles of taxation; source, residence and nationality. For permanent
residence cases, the United States has considered the "Green Card Rule". The person
who holds a green card under the immigration regulation of the United States shall be
deemed to be a permanent resident of the United States. As a resident of the United
States, whether the persons are in the United States or not, it does not affect the
25

residence status of that person ..

Nevertheless, the above explanation may not apply to legal persons.
In practices, a legal person shall be considered the place of registration as new
companies (meaning subsidiary, but not including branches) or might be looking at a
place for effective management of the company. Because, once a foreign company
establishes a subsidiary in the country, the entities of that subsidiary will have to be
25

Ibid. pp. 877-878.
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separated from the one of the parent company. The subsidiary will be considered as a
parent company resident of the country, and therefore have the duty to pay taxes under
the Residence Principle. Unlike a company that establish a branch company, where
there is no separation from the parent company. They will not be considered as a
resident of the country. They have only to pay remittent tax when transferring profits
to their parent company. Besides, the establishment of a legal person alone may not
cover the expenses for the income of the legal person because some corporate entities
may have set up a branch in one country but when it comes to management and
corporate decision making for effective management, it may be carried out in another
country. So, the country where effective management decisions ·are carried out from,
even if it is not the country where it has been set up, can claim taxes from' that
company. For example, Company A established in Singapore and had a branch in
Thailand. All management and the company's decision are incurred in Thailand.
Thailand can claim the resident tax from Company A.

-

J:J

2.

Source Jurisdiction

Source Jurisdiction Principle based on "a person who has an earned
income occurred in any country shall be taxed in the country that the income was paid,
regardless of what nationality or residence that person is". Therefore, the Territorial
Income Basic or Principle of Territoriality can be described as the following "any tax
system that taxes only income earned in that country, mainly domestic income but not
foreign income' .26 In particular, the source principle almost always applies to
nonresidents.
Therefore, the principle relating to the source jurisdiction can be analyzed in
connection with Economic Attachment27 where "non-residents with income from other
state should be reciprocal between other states". Furthermore, it can be described as
the state with authority over its territory has the power to tax from persons benefiting
from earning income by using the resources where they resided to. In other words, as
an aim to behavior to the origin of wealth, is the place where all the processes are to
26

Financial Dictionary, at http://financial-dictionary.thefreedictionary .corn/
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Panit Dhrirapharbwongse, Ibid., p. 30.
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makes a wealth. 28 This can be found in the Revenue Code of Thailand Section 41
paragraph 1, which mentions that "A taxpayer who in the previous tax year derived
assessable income under Section 40 from an employment, or from business carried on
in Thailand, or from business of an employer residing in Thailand, or from a property
situated in Thailand shall pay tax in accordance with the provisions of this Part,
whether such income is paid within or out Thailand."
When considering about the Source Principle, the state has real power
over tax jurisdiction under the sovereignty of the state.
An example of Source Jurisdiction of an individual is that Mr. A who is a
resident of Myanmar, has been employed by the Company B established in Thailand
..

as an interpreter to the director of Company B for the meeting in Yangon. After the
meeting, Company B in Thailand pays a wages to Mr. B 20,000 Baht. Thus, such
wages is an income received from Thailand as a source country. This shall be taxed by
the Thai Revenue Department by the deductible expenses under the Revenue Code.
As in the case of a legal person who set up a branch (Country A), when
they derived the profit to the parent company which is established in the other country
(Country B). That profit shall be taxed by country A because that income has incurred
in the source country (branch is a non-residence to the source country, which is
different from subsidiary).
In practice, under the Thai law, the legal person falls under the condition
of Revenue Code Section 70 or 70 bis etc. in paying taxes to Thailand. For example,
Section 70 of the Revenue Code assumes that Company A was a foreign company, not
established in Thailand. Company A does not send employees to sign the contract or
does not have any activities in Thailand but Company A has received an income of
1,000,000 Baht from Company B which was established in Thailand. Under Section
70, if a foreign company who has received income from Thailand, but does not do
activity in Thailand, that company has a duty to pay 10 percent by withholding tax to
Thailand.

28
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2.1.3 The Conflict of Double Tax Jurisdiction

Juridical double taxation can descried from three conflicts; (1) Source
versus Source conflict, (2) Residence Versus Residence conflict and (3) Source versus
Residence conflict.

1.

Source versus Source

This conflict can occur when two countries have a double taxation
agreement with each other, while two countries may view source rules under the tax
agreement differently meaning. 29 Thus, each country can refer to the definition of
source income and claims that income to subjection of both countries.
Example 1, some countries may regard royalties as sources m
jurisdiction if the underlying property, giving rise to the royalty is used in the
jurisdiction, while other countries may regard it as sourced in jurisdiction if the royalty
is paid by a resident of the jurisdiction.
Example 2, technical services income that provided services in one
country but that service has to use in construction in other countries. So the country
was provided services, claims that the place of providing service is sourced of income,
but other country claims the place was using a service that is sourced of income.

2.

Residence versus Residence

This conflict between residence and residence can occur when the
taxpayer is a residence in both of the conflict countries, or when one country claims on
residence rule and the other country claims on nationality rule for the same taxpayer.
This type of conflict may usually occur when both countries have
different definition on residence. Thailand, for instance, considers resident of a juristic
person, the place of establishment or incorporation (a company resident of the country
in which it is incorporated), but in the United Kingdom, the place of operation is
considered to be the resident (a company is resident of the country in which its central
management and control located).
Example, the Company has a central management divided between
two countries; as a result, this is a resident of both countries. In another case, a
29
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company to another country by having its central management in another country will
be deemed a resident of both countries.

3.

Source versus Residence
The most common issue of double taxation arises when the residence

and source principle have been applied together. A typical example may be that for
one international business transaction in one country they claim taxes based on the
source rule principle and another country based on the residence rule principle claims
tax on the same income.
Exan1ple: When a Thai company with branches in the U.S. earns
income that were taxed on source rule in the U.S. (territorial) , that same income was
taxed based on the residence rule in Thailand.

2.1.4 The Problem of Tax Jurisdiction
While the conflict of tax jurisdiction has befallen even irrespective of
source versus source, residence versus residence, or source versus residence that
initiated the problem of double taxation in jurisdiction, each country authorized to tax
based on their territorial principle or worldwide income principle. Otherwise, the
conflict of tax jurisdiction is non-neutrality. As the concepts of tax neutrality is 'It
should not affect the consumer' s decision to invest in a country', but the conflict of tax
jurisdiction or double taxation has broken down the tax neutrality of CEN and CIN.
Secondly,

non-neutrality related to CEN and CIN means 'double

taxation under the conflict jurisdiction provides distortion to the investor's decision for
investing in a country' or 'break down ta"X neutrality principle'. As we understand, the
concept of CEN and CIN have ticker points which have equal tax burden between
investors who decide to invest in a country and the local or national person in their
country depending on which country is being imported or exported (CEN or CIN) to.
However, such measures have led to the problem of non-neutrality where investors
may carry the tax burden with different tax rates, when comparing, to the local or
national person in their country.
An Example of non-neutrality; Company A established in Country R,
has invested in Country S and under tax revenue provide tax for the local company in
25 percent while taxing foreign company who invest in their country 20 percent.

21

Therefore, under CEN and CIN the country who is export investor shall
provide foreign tax credit to their investors by reducing the tax burden, and the
country who is import investors shall provide tax exemption to the investor too.

2.2 The Elimination of Double Tax Jurisdiction
Double Taxation Agreement (DTAs), attempt to eliminate the tax burden by
usmg relief methods, such as, deductible tax, tax credit, tax exemption or tax sparing.
However, there are no perfect ways to resolve the issue of double tax burden. It
depends on the situation, tradition and/or circumstances where each country designs a
suitable and appropriate way of use that benefits the country the most. Double taxation
agreement or (DT A) is one of the measures to eliminate or relief the double taxation
accede the agreement on tax treaties with the contact countries by deciding the
methods of double taxation relief incurred between both countries or more, that is also
known as a bilateral relief measure .. The second measure is the unilateral relief which
is a policy of the state where country promotes their residents to eliminate the tax
burden paid or taxed to a source country.

2.2.1 The Unilateral Relief
The Unilateral Relief measure is conducted in one way only and can only
be CatTied out by the government. In the case of a source country or residence country,
the government shall design a domestic law to eliminate double taxation which was
taxed in other countries, without needing to enter a negotiating agreement (Double
Taxation Agreement) with those countries.
This approach is quite successful; however, the confidence of the
investors, particularly international investors, and even local investors is low because
the domestic law to eliminate double taxation could be canceled at any time depending
on the government's policy. Nevertheless, unilateral relief measures can be considered
to be a necessity to any country that aim to reduce double taxation for taxpayers of that
country. However, a country or taxpayer cannot be looking for only eliminating
double taxation agreement; therefore it requires a process to design an effective long
term agreement that is successful when applicable.

22
The methods of unilateral relief that are internationally accepted, consists
of; 1) providing regulation on Tax Exemption for income incurring in another
country, 2) regulating domestic laws that refer to being taxed in another country, and
turn them into Foreign Tax Credit when calculated the taxes in the country.

1.

The Exemption Method
The exemption method is when a 'residence country is taxed only on

domestic income but does not use any income that has been earned abroad in
calculating the total income in their country', meaning, the residence country that
obtain domestic law on tax exemption on the income earned and has been taxed
abroad (source country), will not be calculated with the gross income of the taxpayer
in the residence country again. In other word, the income that has been earned in the
source country shall be taxed one time only in the source country. As well as, this
method has been the equipment to exemption on Worldwide Income Principle of
residence country. This method of double tax relief has perfectly eliminated the source
- residence conflict. Otherwise the exemption method does not comply with the
common international tax policy object of capital export neutrality. 30
In general, not all taxes occurring from a source country will be
exempted. Mainly, the active income i.e. the profit income from branch in foreign or
the salary income (hire of works) from the source country can be exempted.
However, how the exemption method will be indulged by the
government to promulgate the methods, depend on the government policy.
Exemption can be divided into two methods; 1) Full Exemption
Method, 2) Exemption with Progression Method.

1)

Full Exemption Method
The full exemption method was a regulation to decide the

income that has been earned in the source country, which country of resident shall not
to be taxes on the income that has been taxed in the source countries and not include
any conditions of residence country. In other words, it only complies with the source

°Kevin Holmes, International Tax Policy and Double Tax Treaties, (Amsterdam
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The Netherlands: IBFD Publication BV, 2007), p. 25.
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country which has the right and duty to tax on the income that has been earned in the
source country.
Example: Company A is resident of country R and earned an
income from country R of 100 million Baht and earned income from country S of 100
million Baht. So when company A derived income from country S to resident country,
company A shall be obtained to full tax exemption relief from double taxation by not using
the income that was earned in country S of 100 million Baht when calculating the total
income of company A. For better understanding, the researcher will elaborate below,
while also adding clearer inforn1ation.

Country R has a tax rate of 25% and Country S has a tax rate of 20%, as following;
Foreign source income (Country S)
Domestic income (Country R)

I.;;.
Q.

~

=
(/)

tfl
2)

Worldwide income

~

-;J:J

lOOM
100 M
200M

Foreign tax payable (20%xlOO)

20 M

Domestic tax payable (25%x 100)

25 M

Total tax payable

~

45 M

Exemption with Progression Method
The exemption with progression method can be used in the case

where the residence country has been taxed under progressive tax rate scale. This
method is qualifying the full exemption method by allowing residence country to take
the amount of exempted income into account to calculate determining the tax to be
imposed on the non-exempt income. By the residence country exempted income was
taxed in foreign but the residence country can use the total amount in foreign income
to calculate for the tax base to impose taxes to residents. Exemption with progression
method does not dilute relief from double taxation, it just simply at an increasing high
tax rate on resident income.

31

Ibid, p. 27.
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For example, Company Z is resident of Country R which earns
an income in Country R of 100 and earns from Country S about 100. Country R has
imposed tax on income by use of progressive tax rate with 1-100 with taxes of 20%
and 1001-200 has taxes of 25%. Based on the above example, the total foreign amount
indicate that Country R shall be entitled to the right of tax exemption However, the
amount of foreign income by Country S shall be accounted with the total income of
Country R in order to find the tax rate, where Company A can only apply it on income
that was earned in Country R. In this case, Company A shall calculate the tax based on
the total amount ( 100) which was only earned in Country R, and calculate the 25%
tax rate (from 100 on country S and 100 of country R = 200).

Foreign source income (Country S)
Domestic income (Country R)

/..;;;,

Q..

~

::»

Worldwide income

Foreign tax payable (assumed 30% x 100)

~

Domestic tax payable (25%x 100)
(Tax base 25% = 100+ 100 = 200)

Total tax payable

2.

100 M

~

~
1:P

-

rl:=-

lOOM
200M

30 M
25 M

~

55 M

The Deduction Method 32
This method of deduction is when a taxpayer can use the amount of

tax on income that was taxed in the host country (oversea) and claim for deduction on
expenses by calculating it with the gross profit for paid taxes in the home country
(residence). Otherwise, this method is not widely used because it cannot eliminate
double taxation, but can reduce some of double taxation which occurs in the
international business transactions. Nevertheless, it can be concluded that the taxpayer
can claim the amount of tax that was collected by the source country and multiply it
with the tax rate of the residence country in order to find the amount that shall be
remitted to residence country.
32
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Example, Company A is resident of country R and has earned an income
from Country S in 2014, a total amount of S 200 million Baht where S 70 million Baht
has been taxed in the country. When this Company derives their income after being
taxed in Country R, they can use the deduction method by using the amount that has
been taxed in Country S, take the expenses of their company and will be having a net
profit on 130 million Baht (200-70) while being taxed for being a resident of Country
Ra total amount of 26 million Baht (130x20% tax rate), assuming that Company A
has no other income except the 200 million Baht from Country S.

Foreign source income (Country S)

200M

Domestic income (Country R)

()~

Worldwide income

/..;;,

Q..

~

Foreign tax payable (35% x200)
Worldwide income
Deduction foreign taxed

:::»

Taxable income in country R

(/)

tfl

Domestic tax payable (20% x 130)

Total tax payable

-

96

M

200M

~
,_..

-

rl:at

~

70 M
200 M
(70)
130 M

26 M

96 M

°"
3.

The Foreign Tax Credit Method
The concept of foreign tax credit is for the taxpayer to have all

derived income that was received from the source country to calculate with income
that was earned in the residence country for accounting the tax in country of residence.
The residence country shall also be allowed to tax what was paid in the source country
to deduct it from the taxes that were earned in total worldwide income. But the taxed
in source country shall be to calculate with other incomes of the taxpayer which would
become the total worldwide income of residence country. That means that the taxed in
source country shall be included in the worldwide income in the residence country.
Ta.'Ces that have already been collected at the source country shall be credited to the

26
residence country but this shall not exceed the total of taxes collected in the residence
country. This method perfectly eliminates the conflict of source versus residence.
Example, Company A resident of Country R has earned income from
Country S, 100 Million Baht and has taxed in Country S of 30 Million Baht (tax is
'
30%). Company A has earned income from Country
R of 100 Million Baht, total

income of Company A (worldwide income) is 200 Million Baht. So, Company A was
taxed on Country R 200

x

20% (assumes a tax rate of Country R) = 40 Million Baht,

But Company A can use foreign tax credit is 40 - 30 and has tax payable in Country R
is 10 Million Baht, total tax payable is 40 Million Baht (30 taxed in source + 10 ta'<.ed
in resident).
There are variants of method of foreign tax credit for eliminating
double taxation, which can be divided into the 2 following methods; 1) giving full
credits for those taxes paid in the source country, which can also be called the Full
Credit Method, 2) limiting the amount of tax credit to the analogous resident tax
falling upon the foreign income, within the assessed in concurrence with residence tax
regulations, called Ordinary Credit Method. 33

1)

Full Credit Method
The full tax credit method has a similar way as the full

exemption method which was explained above; it has a concept of residence country
which shall allow deduction of total tax paid in the source country.

34

As it may seems

similar the full exemption, it is not entirely the same .. Under this method, residence
country shall be allowed in resident to claim a full foreign tax credit for the whole
amount of tax to the source country, on the president's foreign source income. 35
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However, in practice, it is not that not popular for enforcing, because the full tax credit
may lead to tax loss for the investor in residence country.
Example: Company A is resident of Country R, gets mcome
from Country S of 120 Million, and Country S has a tax rate of 40%. Company A has
domestic income of 180 million and Country R has a tax rate of 35%;
Foreign source income

120

Domestic source income

180

Worldwide income
Foreign tax payable in source income

48

(120x40%)
Domestic tax payable on worldwide income

63

(180x35%)
Full credit for foreign tax paid in the source country (1fil
(Less)
Tax payable in residence country

15

Total tax payable

2)

Ordinary Credit Method

Ordinary tax credit method is a method where the residence
country provides for the taxpayer who gets income from foreign countries (source
country) and calculates it with the tax that was paid in the residence country. The
amount that has been taxed in the foreign country (source country) will be deducted
from the total taxes amount that has been calculated within the residence country. The
amount of tax deducted in the residence country has allowed to be taxed in the foreign
country (source country) equally, but not more than the total taxes that was paid in the
residence country. Nevertheless, if the total amount of the taxes were paid in foreign
countries (source country) which have higher tax rates,, the taxpayer does not need to
pay any taxes to the residence country, and cannot to remit tax for the tax return of tax
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m the foreign country (source country) from the residence country36 . This is the
meaning of foreign tax credit by limitations imposed. 37
Example in Ordinary tax credit;

Foreign source income

100

Domestic source income

150

Worldwide income

250

Foreign tax payable on foreign source income

40

(Assume 40% = 40%

x

100)

Domestic tax payable on worldwide source inco~ne
(Assume 35% = 35%

x

52.5

150)

Less: Ordinary tax credit for foreign taxed

Tax payable in Residence Country

31.5

Total tax payable

71.5

**Note: Calculation of ordinary credit (Maximum Creditable)
foreign income
. .
' - - - ' - - - - - x Domestic income tax
total income

lOO
250

x 52.5 = 21

Therefore, ordinary tax credit method is only relevant where the
local tax rate is lower than the foreign tax rate, because if the domestic tax rate is equal
or higher than the foreign tax rate, the ordinary tax credit would become a full tax
credit for foreign tax paid and the full foreign tax credit could be used to deduct the
total amount of taxes that has been paid.
Example: Source Country has a tax rate of 35% and the
Residence Country has a tax rate of 40 %

36
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37
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Full Credit

Foreign source income

100

Domestic source income

100

Worldwide income

200

Foreign tax payable on foreign source income

35

(35%

x

100)

Domestic tax payable on worldwide source income
(40%

x

80

200)

Less: full credit for foreign tax paid

Tax payable in Residence country

45

Total tax payable

80

Ordinary Credit (Comparative with full credit within equal
or greater)

Foreign source income

100

Domestic source income

100

Worldwide income

200

Foreign tax payable on foreign source income

35

(35%

x

100)

Domestic tax payable on worldwide source income 80
(40%

x

200)

Less: ordinary credit for foreign tax paid

Tax payable in Residence country

40

Total tax payable

80

**Note: Calculation of ordinary credit (Maximum Creditable)
foreign income

. .

- - - - - x Domestic mcome tax
total income

--

lOO

200

x 80

= 40

30
In this case the maximum credit amount is 40, but it cannot
deduct more than what was paid in the foreign country which is this case was 35.
There are three methods of Ordinary Tax Credit; 1) Underlying
Credit Method, 2) Tax Sparing Credit Method, and 3) Matching Credit Method. (The
researcher will only focus on two of the methods, namely, Underlying and Tax
Sparing because in practice, Matching Credit is not a famous practice).

(1) Underlying Credit Method
The underlying credit method is the method to eliminate the
double taxation usmg dividend income (indirect method). By using tax credit to
eliminate on dividend taxed has been paid for the set-up of companies' in foreign
countries (Source Country) to shareholder in residence country. Herewith, the
residence country allows using the amount taxed to foreign companies who paid the
dividend that were taxed in the source countries and converted to tax credits in the
residence country for taxpayer who receive and are residents of that country. However
the application of underlying method shall be taken into consideration with the
proportion of hold dividend in that foreign company.
For this position, taxpayer can benefit from ta.'<: credit two
ways, direct tax credit on the total income and indirect tax credit on the dividend
income. The underlying method can perfectly resolve all issues related to double
taxation that can occur during international transaction, even regarding juridical and
economic double taxation.
This method has many advantages concemmg international
transaction but in practical it is very difficult to ta.'<: from the dividend income which
takes up a large amount of the total income in Source Country. Example of underlying
tax credit38 '·
Source Country

Subsidiary of A Co. Earn source income, profit

100

Corporate Income Tax

(30)

(Assume 30%
38

x

100)

Panit Dhrirapharbwongse, Ibid., p. 62.
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Dividend

70

Withholding Tax in Source country

(14)

(Assume 20%

x

70)

Residence Country

Gross dividend receives by A Co.

70

Add: underlying tax credit
Total income of calculate of A Co.

Tax payable in Residence country
(Assume 46%

x

46

100) (44+2)

Less: withholding tax in Source country

Total tax payable in Source country

30

Total ta,'< payable in Residence country
(46-(14+30))
**Note: In order to tax what has been paid in the source
country of 44, plus the taxes in the residence country after underlying tax credit of 2,
the total in taxes of this business, is total to 46 out of 100 net profit which would equal
on the effective tax rate of the residence country with 46%

(2) Tax Sparing Credit Method
Tax Sparing Credit Method is applied when the residence
country allows the taxpayer with tax allowance or tax exemption under the promoting
investment law of the source country to convert to tax credit for deducting taxes that
were paid in a residence country, as deemed to be a taxpayer who already paid taxes in
the source country. The tax sparing credit limits to not more than the amount of taxes
in the residence country calculated from the net income that was earned in the source
country. 39

39

UIO, The Concept Of Tax Sparing, at https://www.duo.uio.no/bitstream/

handle/I 0852/36266/l 8 l 827.pdf?sequence=5, (last visited 15 may 2015).
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(3) Matching Credit Method
This method is not popular because it allows for the
residence country to determine the limit of tax credit. Taxpayers who already paid
taxes to the source country can then use the taxes as credit in the residence country
under limited credit. Furthermore, the residence country does not consider the amount
of taxes to be paid in the source country.

2.2.2 The Bilateral Relief

Bilateral Relief is a method used through international cooperation
between two countries by negotiating between residence country and source country
on a 'Bilateral Treaty' or Double Taxation Agreement (DTAs) 40 . DTAs has created for
the proposition to resolve the problem, whereas on a taxpayer who has earned income
from one country, but has taxed two or more times in the different authority country.
Which are created the method for solving problems by reduces or eliminates on the tax
burden was taxed. 41

1.

The Purpose of Double Taxation Agreement (DTAs)

The purpose of Double Taxation Agreement (DTAs) namely to each
country should be indulged in tax authority to each other, and not restrict which
residence country or source country who would be indulgent of authority to tax on
income was eared, depend on types of income and the negotiation between contract
parties. Moreover, DTAs has used to eradicate discriminate in international taxation
and to produce an effect on correct of tax authority as a cross

~

border. And can help

promote on data exchange for the defense of tax avoidance or tax evasion between
countries of contract parties. 42
Double Taxation Agreement (DTAs) that focus on the elimination of
double taxation can be said to have three methods; I) Withdrawal of tax authority
from source country or residence country, 2) Exemption taxes in the residence country
4

°Kevin Holmes, Ibid., p. 53.

41

Sumet Sirikunchoat, Ibid., p. 108-109.

42

Ibid.

'Fl

.) .)

of taxpayers, in the case where earned income was taxed in both contracting parties, 3)
Credit on taxes were paid by residence country, in the case where earned income was
taxed in both contracting parties. 43
1)

Withdrawal of taxes autho1ity of source country or residence

country.
Withdrawal of tax authority under the DTAs determines which
country between source country and residence country has the authority to tax on
income earned in the source country. Thus, if DTAs appoint authority to tax in one
country, it means that the other country cannot tax on that income again. Example, if
DTAs agrees that the income from navigating at sea comes from the source country
will be authorized to be taxed by the residence country; in that case, the source country
cannot tax again under the DTAs. 44
However, the determination of type of income which an authority of
source country or residence country can tax depends on the negotiation between the
contracting parties under DTAs.
Example residence country taxing under withdrawal tax
authority; 1) capital gain, article 13 paragraph 3 of most DTAs regulates that source
country shall not be allowed to tax on that income, 2) interest, article 11 paragraph 3
states for source country to tax on their income based on withdrawal authority, 3)
business profit, article 7 paragraph I of DTAs state for withdrawal authority to be
taxed by source country on their income. 45
Exam pie of power for source country to tax under withdrawal
tax authority; pension of the private sector, article 8 of some DTAs such as Thailand United State has withdrawal authority of the residence country to tax on that income,
allows only the country to pay pension has authorities to taxed.
2)

46

Exemptions ta,xes in the residence country of taxpayers, in case

there have been earned income that has been taxed in both contract parties.

43

Thanapol Keawsatit, Ibid., p. 599.

44

Ibid, pp. 599-600.

45

Ibid, pp. 600-602

46

Ibid, pp. 602-603.
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This method under DTAs has provided the authorities in both
countries to tax on income that has been earned from the source country, but the
residence country shall provide tax exemption to the taxpayer for that income that was
paid in the source country. Thurs, even a taxpayer under these DTAs methods does not
remit in tax that was paid to a source country to calculate it in the residence country a
second time.
Under DTAs, exemption method can devise in two methods;

47

(1) Full exemption, this method, residence country of the

taxpayer shall be providing tax exemption for the taxpayer who has already paid tax in
the source country.
(2) Progressive Tax Exemption is where the residence country
will exempt on ta"'Ced in source country just like

the full exemption method but

residence country will use total income of source to calculate for finding

the

progressive tax rate in a residence country and will exempt that income that was paid
already in the source countty.
3)

Credit on taxes was paid by the residence country, in case where

earned income has been taxed in both contract parties.
In cases where each contracting party, both source country and
residence country, have authority to tax on the same income. After that income was
taxed in the source country, under DTAs the residence country shall provide a tax
credit to the taxpayer for the income was taxed in the source country to deduct it with
the total taxes in residence country.

a;

This method can also be divided into two methods, namely, full
credit method and ordinary credit method. Also, for the ordinary credit method, there
are three different methods which are underlying credit, tax sparing credit, matching
credit.

2.

The Historical of Double Taxation Agreement (DTAs)
From the beginning double taxation in international business was a

burden in taxation to earner who earned income and was a hinder for international
business investment, because the investor shall have the duty to pay taxed two times
47

Ibid, pp. 603-605.
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for the same income to source and residence country. That was the main reason for
investors to ignore investing abroad because it resulted in less profit after deducting
the tax that has been paid. It expanded within international business or teclmology
exchange between the countries that have decelerated. Since 1920, all states tried to
create measure to relief or eliminate the problem in conflict of tax jurisdiction (double
taxation) under the report of The League of Nation, which was the report of the double
taxation problem and the measure of eliminate double taxation, and that was begging
to create the draft of Mexico Memorandum of Elimination Double Taxation 1948.
After about 1946 the committee of The League of Nation was processed the Rome
Convention on eliminating double taxation, although both conventions have not been
accepted from various countries. 48
After World War II, The Organization of Economic Co-Operation
and Development (OECD) including the Committee of developed countries, especially
the Euro Zone countries was the negotiation to acceptance of the Memorandum to
Elimination Double Taxation in 1963 and in 1977 was edition to be OECD Model Tax
Treaties. However, under the OECD model did not be effective and unfairness with
developing countries as source countries, because the treaties, model have considerate
on the benefit of developed countries as residence country.
Since about 1979, The Committee of United Nation to provide the
memorandum of Double Tax Treaties under UN model was consideration of tax
treaties has negotiated by source country (developing country) with another country.
On this model was supposed most of developing country than an OECD model, and
that has been used as well. 49
Nowadays, international tax treaties are used mostly on the twice
model in the OECD model and the UN model. However, in the 1976 United State has

48

Michel Lennard, The UN Model Tax Convention as Compared with the

OECD Model Tax Convention - Current Point of Difference and Recent Depvlopments.
49

Chaiyasith Trachutham, The Elimination of International Taxation, Law

Journal No. 1, year 17, (March 2530), pp. 20-21.
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created their own model has called US model to use in tax treaties once is the United
State with the other countries. 50

3.

The Elimination Method under Tax Treaties of OECD and UN

Model
On the main substance of the first part in the double tax treaty, even
OECD model and UN model have the scope of personal (taxpayer) and the scope of type
taxation which was mentioned in the treaties. 11lis is in both models, the scope of personal
of the treaty which shall be described in the residence of each contract state on some treaty
shall be deemed to residence which in both contract states. For the scope of type of taxation
which was mentioned in the treaty, it was described in which the income tax or capital tax
was dete1mined in the treaty.
Most importantly, in the double tax treaty, it analyze for the authority to
tax in each income between source count1y/residence countiy and residence countiy/source
country.

However, the method of using tax authority under double tax treaty has been

explained in the purpose of the double taxation agreement.
For the method of elimination defined in the OECD model or UN model,
tax treaty can be divided into 2 methods;
1)

Withdrawal or limitation of tax authority of source country
Tax treaties have decided to withdraw the collective in tax authority

of source countiy on some type of income, or shall be provided to the authority under the
condition for taxes, or has right to collective taxes in source country but has limited of taxes
in tax rate or total taxes. Under tax treaties of OECD model and UN model it has been
defined that authority or limitation which in some types ofincome as;
(I) 111e income has not right to taxes in the source country
a.

Article 8; SI-Upping, inland waterways transport and air

b.

Article 12; Royalties (OECD model)

c.

Atticle 13 paragraphs 3; Gains from the alienation of a ship

transport

or aircraft operated in international traffic
50

Organization for Economic Co-Operation and Development, Model Tax

Convention on Income and on Capital (Paris: OECD, 1992), pp. 1-4
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d.

Article 13 paragraphs 6; Gains from the alienation of any

property other than that referred to in paragraphs 1-5
e.

Article 18; Pension and social security payment

f

Article 19; Govemment service

g.

Article 20; Student

(2) The income has right to taxes, under conditional in tax base
a.
b.
c.

Article 7; Business profit and permanent establishment
Article 14; Independent personal service
Article 15; Dependent personal service

(3) The income has right to taxes, under conditional in tax rate and
does not over the limitation in total taxes

().A\

a.

Article 1O; Dividend

b.

Article 11; Interest

C.

Article 12; Royalties (UN model)

,A

(4) The income is source country has full authority to taxes
a.

Article 16; Directors' fees and remuneration of top-level

b.

Article 17; Artistes and spo11s persons

managerial officials

However, in practice, of negotiation in the tax treaty not be
using all above conditional in the article, but that was depending on negotiating between the
country or whereas the traditional of between their countries. That maybe ought to be
changed in the conditional or the purpose in some article or may negotiate in the tax rate or
tax base of both cow1tries.
2)

Elimination or relief double taxation in residence country
In order to tax treaty of OECD model and UN model has provided

the method of eliminating double taxation which occurs in residence country, from after tax
paid in the source count1y. The treaty provided which in 2 methods; (l) Exemption method
and (2) Credit method.

(1) Exemption method
Within first principle of exemption method under both treaties
has similar concept is 'in the case of the resident of the contracting state has earned income
under the treaty, shall be has taxes in the contracting state of resident, the first contracting
State shall be exempted to taxes on that income, with under condition of the treaty.

38
In case of dividend paid in article 10, interest in article 11 and

might on royalties in article 12 (article 12 only on UN model). That has resident of one
contracting state has received and shall be taxed in the other contracting state, shall be allow
taxed in another contracting state of residence.
However, for the concept of exemption under treaty to
withdrawal taxed authority of one contracting state for the resident of another contracting
state was received the income, the contracting state of residence may include taxed was
exemption to be calculated in total income for finding in tax rate in the progressive tax rate
of that country.
(2) Credit method
In case of resident of one contracting state in tax treaty has

received income and has taxed in the other contracting state under condition of the treaty.
The contracting state of residence shall be allowed to tax credit equal was taxed in another
contracting State, but not credit more than the total of taxes has calculate in contracting state
of residence.
Over the principle of both methods under tax treaty has the
purpose of consideration for using the method to the appropriate type of income. Exemption
method has consideration for income has taxed in source countries and withdrawal the taxed
in residence countiy. Credit method has consideration to use taxed in source cow1try be a tax
credit in residence country. In paiticular of tax treaty was made wildly intensive detail,
because treaty shall regard for domestic law of each contracting state in the treaty.

Chapter 3
The International Taxation Relief under
Thai Taxation Law
3.1 International Taxation

Whereas in the 19th century the globalization of economy

has developed

international economy and business taxation, each county was increased to attract foreign
investment. The international trade is a nexus point of the economy that expand to
cross-borders between states; this was stated by Liu traders from Mesopotamia Greece and
Phoenicia by engaging in Meditemmean which can be traded back two thousand years ago. 60
The international taxation has become recognized since the World War I which was
significant for international finance, trading and investment, and increased mostly
after World War II, which direct taxes during investments. 61
This is being recognized under the international taxation law that was a part of
international law under negotiation on the Vie1rna Convention, to follow the purpose
and principle of cross-border of international transaction between the both or more
countries.

3.1.1

The Principle of International Taxation

*

International tax law was a part of international law to become a position to
control the transaction of international tax agreement between the state authorities in
order to the position of trade and investment in cross-border forms the invertors. As
60

Rodrigo, The History of International Business Taxation and the Effect of

International Tax Competition, (November 29, 2012), http://writepass.com/journal
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well as the international tax law was regarded in the each domestic law of different
countries to cover a cross-border transaction, and mostly relevant in the context of
double tax treaties. However, in the international tax or international tax law has
means 'that refers to treaty provisions relieving international double taxation. In
broader terms, it includes domestic legislation covering taxation on foreign income of
residents (worldwide income) and domestic income of non-residents. ' 62 From the
meaning of international tax that covers the study of the tax treaties including a
method to eliminate double taxation under international business transaction with
direct taxation and indirect taxation.

In particular, while a country is free to levy tax imposed on that country
..

and cannot enforce its tax claim to another country under the territory of that country.
For example; Thailand cannot impose taxes on Singaporean who derive their income
from Singapore, unless they have nexus by the conditional of impose to Thailand.
However, the processing to study international taxation law focused on
befallen in the transaction between the countries or we called the international
business transaction, cause when even counties have each authority by themselves to
taxes over on income which occur under their a border authoiize to taxed, the
international taxation law has provided tax policy to control the tax authority in which
contract country parties by eliminate on double taxation under negotiation which both
countries be the tax treaty.
In general, the principle of international tax has occuffed for 3 purposes;
(1) Equity, (2) Efficiency or Neutrality and (3) Capital Export Neutrality and Capital
Import Neutrality

62

63

USLEGAL, at http://definitions.uslegal.com/i/international-tmrntion/, (last visited
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1.

Equity

Equity means 'The quality of being fair and impartial ' 64 . As can be
seen that, if are only equality without equity to be fair and just in taxation, it shall be
made against the people in order to make them pay for the taxes for the public sector.
This will cause the occurrence of tax avoidance and tax evasion. Moreover the equity
should look forward to the benefit of the taxpayer that was received and the ability to
pay of the taxpayer. The equity has contributed in 2 categories (a) concept of
horizontal equity (b) concept of vertical equity.

1)

Concept of Horizontal Equity 65

This concept can simply been understood by those on the
same level or in a similar situation where everyone should to be treated equally. For
example; if 2 persons have the same amount of income, both of them should pay the
taxes equally. Also if both of them have the same property nearby, they should be
paying for the same level of property, as can be seen on value added tax.

2)

Concept of Vertical Equity 66

The concept of Vertical Equities is different from Horizontal
Equities. Vertical Equities considers how people with different abilities should have
been treated by the division of the burden. For example; if 2 persons have earned a
different level of income, the tax rate should depend on the levels of that person, as
used in the personal income tax rate (Progressive Tax Rate).
For international transactions, that was hardly for success on
the equity because the source country has imposed tax on some income from the
taxpayer. However, the problem can be solved by the residence country of the
taxpayer by giving the tax credit to reduce the loss of the equity.

64 Nick Fiore, "Guiding Principles of Good Tax Policy", Jow11al of Accotmtancy,

(February, 2002), p. 15.
65

Ibid.

66

Ibid.
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2.

Efficiency/Neutrality

The International tax system should be considered by its efficiency
or neutrality in the economic system. The term of Efficiency or Neutrality means, that
tax with a sufficiently small impact that entities do not have to change their economic
routine of buying, selling, or marketing to accommodate the tax. 67 Although the
primary objective of government policy is to tax for revenue of public sector, it is
necessary to the measure of tax impose should be not affect to market mechanism or
impact on minimizing. However, the important point of efficiency or neutrality is 'It
should not affect to the consumer's decision on investment'. For example; the
government has decided to tax ·all the goods at the same rate without exception, its
neutrality on economic because there is no impact to consumer decision. But if the
government has decided to tax on some goods and but the other goods is exempted, it is
not neutral because it affects consumers' decision.
Otherwise, the neutrality on international term has descried to the
equality of opportunity for the investors who are investments outside the country has
relied on "Capital Export Neutrality (CEN)" and/or the investors who are investments
from aboard cow1try "Capital Import Neutrality (CIN)". Both neutrality principles
were imperative to neutrality on equality of opportunity will not distort investor's
decision.

3.

Capital Export Neutrality (CEN)

*

The Capital Export Neutrality means the taxation should not be
influenced whether investors residing in a jurisdiction invest their capital at home or
abroad. If the tax system satisfies CEN, business, not tax, considerations will
determine where investors invest. 68
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Hence, CEN will apply to foreign investors in the same way as it affects
Section domestic investors. Normally, under CEN the residence country of investors must
provide full foreign tax credits to the investors to deduce tax burden. For example, the
British investor would like to invest in Thailand. Assume that Thailand has a 30 percent
of tax rate and United Kingdom has a 25 percent of tax rate, and the UK provides full tax
credits to British investors and returns the difference that was collected in Thailand. This
shall only apply if the tax rate in a foreign country is higher than the other.

4.

Capital Import Neutrality (CIN)

The Capital Import Neutrality means that the taxation should not be
influenced· by a patiicular investment may it be by domestic or foreign investments. If
the tax system satisfies CTN, business, not tax, considerations will determine who
makes which investments. It sometimes is said to be efficiency enhancing for a tax
system to satisfy CIN because it will reduce inefficiencies in the structure of crossborder holdings. 69
As the CIN applies to the source country, meamng for foreign
investment in a country, the tax rate that is being used for local investors should also
apply the similar tax rate to foreign investors. For example,

5.

Assessable income70
Residents and non-residents or corporate established or non-establish

in Thailand are taxed on their assessable income derived from their business carried on
in Thailand, regardless of whether such income is paid in or outside Thailand. The
following eight categories are required to be taxed in Thailand according to Section
40 of the Revenue Code;

University of Pennsylvania Law School pp. 100-101, http:// scholarship.law.upenn.
edu/faculty scholai-ship/268, (last visited 19 March 2015).
69
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(1) Salaries and wage (including income from stock option' other

equity compensation and other fringe benefit);
(2) Hire of work, office of employment or service rendered;
(3) Goodwill, copyright, franchise, patent, other rights, annuity, etc.;
(4) Interest, dividend, bonus of investors, gain on amalgamation,
acquisition or dissolution of a company or partnership, gain on transfer of share, etc.;
(5) Lease of property, breach ofhire-purchase and instalhnent sale contract;
(6) Income from liberal professions, such as law, medicine,
engineering, architecture, accountancy and fine art;
(7) Income from contract of work whereby the contractor provides
essential materials other than tool; and
(8) Income from business, commerce, industry and income other
than as specified in (I) - (2)

3.1.2 The Objectives of International Taxation

There are generally three primary objectives underlying a country's
incorporation of international tax rules its tax legislation; ( 1) Elimination of International
Double Taxation Imposition (2) Prohibition of discrimination in Tax Imposition (3)
Appropriation of Using on Taxation Authority.

1.

71

Elimination of International Double Taxation Imposition 72

For the purpose of cash flow, international transaction between
cross-borders might be imposed taxes by two or more state authorities. This causes a
burden to the taxpayer of that international transaction as he has been paying for the
same taxes more than one time.
International taxation law is a big equipment to eliminate the
problem of double taxation, both from jurisdiction double taxation or economic double
taxation, by the methods of bilateral double tax agreement. For exan1ple; country A
and country B has agreed to eliminate double taxation by providing tax credits or
giving the exemption on withholding tax of source country. It country A and country
71

Sumet Sirikunchoat, Ibid., p. 22.

72
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B cannot agree each country may issue an unilateral declaration to reduce the burden
of taxpayer, for example; exemption on profit income that was taxed by source
country, or deduction on gross income from income which taxed, etc.

2.

Prohibition of Discrimination on Tax Imposition 73
According to

international traditions, Article 24 of the OECD

Treaty, Article 24 of the UN Treaty, and the Constitution of a taxing state, there shall
be no discrimination between a resident and non-resident of a country. Prohibition of
discrimination is not only a standard of international tax law but also in the private
international law and a basic human rights principle.

3.

Fair Application on Taxation by State Authorities 74
Having applied the two previous objectives alone will not resolve

the problem of double taxation if the government of one country is not using the
principle of fairness or equity .In order to prevent unfairness, any country should
impose taxes from their residence and non-residence correctly and appropriately.

3.2 Double Taxation Relief in Thailand
In order for taxpayers or companies in Thailand who are rece1vmg mcome
from another foreign country (source country), may it be by direct income for
investment in a source country or indirect income from a source country, such as, in
the form of dividend or copy right etc., that taxpayer shall pay taxes in the source
country where the income has been earned according to the territorial principle of the
source country. Derived income that already has been taxed to a source country
(residence country) shall be taxed under the worldwide income base of the residence
country. In other words, if one person pays taxes more than one time to different

73

74

Ibid., p. 29.
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countries for the same income or item, it shall be acknowledged in the term of
International Double Taxation. 75
Thailand as a residence country shall provide measures to relief the issue of
double taxation for taxpayers. Presently, Thailand has two measures to address this
problem which is unilateral relief and bilateral relief. According to the Revenue Code
in Thailand, there are three methods of unilateral relief; deductible as expense, tax
credit, and tax exemption. Bilateral reliefs fall under negotiation of double taxation
agreement. Presently, Thailand has DTAs with around 60 other countries. 76

3.2.1 The Unilateral Relief
A Unilateral tax relief treaty refers to

unilateralism or an unilateral

juristic, where by the taxing state as well as the residence state receive tax relief
support from their state for reason of non-negotiation, tax treaties to eliminate the
burden of double tax with other taxing state as source state, be approach tax relief by
arbitrarily of the residence state for the benefit of exporting investment of taxpayer
who be a resident by the state.
Why would 'Unilateral Relief be needed, if bilateral networking can
control international double taxation?
In addition,, unilateral tax relief measures were recogmze

m many

countries where source taxation structures are necessary to supplement unilateral
measures by entering networking of. bilateral tax: treaties with their principal
commercial partners and other countries with which their taxpayers are involved in
trade or investment 77 . Because the purpose of Unilateral tax relief is to reduce the gap
or loophole for Thai investors in foreign countries where there is no negotiation on
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double taxation agreement (DTA) with Thailand, as well as, benefitting contracting
state parties to Thailand under DTA.

1.

Deductible Expenses
This method takes the burden off double taxation that was taxed in a

foreign country, uses it as an expense for calculating the net profit on worldwide
income. This method was deemed to be a taxed in a foreign country is considered as
an expense for business under revenue code of Thailand. 78 Expenses can be deducted
under the revenue code in Section 65 bis.
However, using the expense method cannot eliminate all the tax
burden of double taxation between the source country and residence country (Thailand) It
can relieve some of the tax burden up to 30% of the burden. The taxpayer may have
been taxed twice in the residence country, and the taxpayer can specify that the
companies taxed only on the net profit. Thurs, this method is appropriate for
companies that have net loss and do not want to carry tax burden in Thailand. They
could use the expenses for making net loss of 5 years benefit to net losses.
For Example, a Thai Company made profit from a (foreign) source
country of 200 million Baht this tax year, and paid taxes in the source country in the
amount of 20 million Baht. That Thai Company could convert such paid taxes to
expenses of that company which shall total to the total net profit after deducting the
expenses at 180 million Baht (200-20). Therefore, that Thai Company should be liable
to pay taxes to Thailand in the total amount of 36 million Baht (180

x

20% (Thais

CIT)), which carries the total tax burden in the amount of 56 million Baht (36+20).

2.

The Tax Credit under Royal Decree No.300 B.E. 2539
The part before promulgation of the Royal Decree No.300 B.E. 2539

indicates that when a taxpayer has earned income from a source country and paid
taxes in that country, which has no double tax treaty with Thailand, the taxpayer can
relief the burden of double taxation in the residence country by use of worldwide
income and deduct expenses per previous mentioned method. The use of deductible
expense method is not appropriate to be used in any situation and is not neutral in
78
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term of investment between the investors who invest in a country which has a DTAs
and where the investors invest in a country that has no DT A with Thailand. At last,
the revenue department promulgated in the Royal Decree No.300 B.E.2539 to solve
the problem of neutrality of a taxpayer who has invested in the source country that
does not have a DT A with Thailand. By processing the method of tax credit on the
income in source country it is credited to the residence country (Thailand).
However, Royal Decree No.300 B.E. 2539 provides a method for
double taxation relief by use of credit method. Although, the Royal Decree No.300
RE. 2539 uses the term exemption in corporate income tax but it does not means that

the measures of tax exemption are the same in tem1 of the wording. Because the full
term in Section 3 Royal Decree regulates ' ... to have tax exemption for that income
equal amount of the tax was paid in foreign country, but not more than the amount of
tax that was paid in Thailand for that income ... ' for the purpose of the term that means
'when the taxpayer has paid tax in a foreign country, the taxpayer can use the amount
of tax paid to deduct in taxes in Thailand, but cannot deduct it more than the total
amount of taxes in Thailand' which is similar to the credit method. 79
For this reason, the term 'Exemption' under the Royal Decree
No.300 B.E. 2539 does not use the word 'Credit' because the Royal Decree shall be
processed under the Revenue Code of Thailand Section 3 (1) that have specific
exclusions promulgated in the Royal Decree;
'Section 3 For taxes collectible under this Revenue Code, a Royal

Decree may be issued for the following purposes;
(1) To reduce or exempted tax as suitable to the circumstances,

nature of business, or local condition.'
Thus, the promulgation of the Royal Decree No.300 B.E. 2539
even if that has aimed to provide tax credit for relief double taxation, but there shall be
provided the unilateral relief under Section 3 ( l) of Revenue Code, which the rule to
authorize promulgate the unilateral double tax relief
The principle of the tax credit under Royal Decree No.300 B.E.
2539, following on Notification of the Director-General of Revenue Department on
Income Tax (Issue 65) about the appointment of ruling, methods, and condition for tax
79
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exemption on income of the limited companies and partnerships was settle under Thais
law, which significant in the notification; this method can be used on any type of
income where the amount of tax in foreign countries convert to tax credit in Thailand,
shall not be more than the total amount of taxes paid in Thailand. It calculates on the
income from a foreign country and this has determined the calculation in separate
countries where income has been earned (as same as pre-country limitation method).
After that taxpayer will be separated into two income groups; first, the income earned
from doing businesses in a foreign country (source country), and second, the income
received from foreign companies where the taxpayer can calculate the amount of tax
credit in foreign income within each of the both groups of income (as same as an item
by item limitation method).
The importance of this method is that the total of tax credit shall
be equal to the tax that was paid in a foreign country and not more than the amount of
tax that was paid in Thailand, specifying only calculation based from income that has
been earned in a foreign country. Second, it is prohibited to use taxed income m
foreign countries to deductible expenses once this method has been applied.
Furthem1ore, the method to provide a tax credit under Royal
Decree No.300 B.E. 2539 is to provide direct foreign tax credit, which does not
include indirect tax credit or underlying tax credit for taxpayers.

1)

The Regulation of Foreign Tax Credit Method under Royal

Decree 300 B.E. 2539
Under the foreign tax credit method under Royal Decree No.300
B.E.2539, the Revenue Department provides the regulation for using this method on
the Notification of the Director-General of Revenue Department of Income Tax
(No.65) in the issues of regulating foreign tax credit method under the Royal Decree
300 B.E. 2539, where the important part indicates the following;
(I) The taxpayer under this Royal Decree is the company or
partnership established under Thai law, and pays ta'\es from net profit from businesses
either in Thailand or a foreign country, following Section 65 bis and 65 term of the
Revenue Code of Thailand.
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(2) The taxpayer shall be receiving income from doing business
in a foreign country or receive income from foreign companies overseas, and pay taxes
in a foreign country.
(3) The amount of tax paid in a foreign country is remitted to a
credit under this Royal Decree shall be equal to the tax that was paid in a foreign
country, but not more than the total amount of tax that was paid in Thailand from
businesses in a foreign country.
(4) Prohibited to use taxes paid in a foreign country and use it
for tax credit under this Royal Decree, be remitted to be deducted as expenses for
calculating the net profit of the company encore.
However, after the tax credit was paid in a foreign country,
the remaining tax must not total more than the taxes to be collected in Thailand.
Taxpayers can use the remaining tax as expenses to be deductible for calculating the
net loss and profit of the company. It does not prohibit such act in Section 65 ter (6).
(5) The calculation method of foreign tax credit in this Royal
Decree shall be separated to how foreign income of each country not couponed to all
countries can be calculated.

2)

The Regulation for Calculated Amount of Foreign Tax Credit

under Royal Decree No.300 B.E.2539

The calculation method of foreign tax credit under this Royal
Decree is to use the credit of total taxes that was paid in Thailand in the following
ways;
(I) Finding the an10unt of tax paid in Thailand where income

comes from doing business in a foreign country or comes from a foreign company in
a foreign country, by calculating the amount of tax by each country separately, as
following;
a)

In the case where income arises from doing business in

a foreign country during tax year, the income may become deductible expenses if it
falls under Section 65 bis and 65 ter of the Thai Revenue Code. The amount will then
be multiplied with the corporate income tax rate which will total the amount of taxable
income in Thailand.
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b)

In the case where income comes from a foreign company

that conducted business in a foreign country, such as from dividend and interest. The
income shall be multiplied by the corporate income tax rate resulting to the amount of
tax to be paid in Thailand.
c)

In the case where income comes from both sources;

from (a) doing business m a foreign country, (b) from a foreign company doing
business in a foreign country. Under the taxation system in regarding with the
principle of source country, both types of income shall be calculated together to
determine the taxes that need to be paid in the source country at the end of the tax
accounting period. Therefore, both incomes can be deductible expenses under Section
65 bis and Section 65 ter, multiply the amount with the corporate tax rate and the
resulting amount shall be the tax rate that needs to be paid to Thailand.
d)

In the case where both incomes arise from (a) doing

business in a foreign country, (b)

foreign company doing business in a foreign

country, but ( c) the source country only provide for the income to come from a foreign
company doing business in a foreign country, the tax shall be paid to the source
country by not combining both incomes in order to calculate the tax to be paid to the
source country. The taxpayer shall then pay taxes in Thailand in accordance to the
regulations in the same manner as (b ).
e)

In the case where the accounting period in the foreign

country does not match with the accounting period in Thai land, the tax shall only be
paid based on the income that occurs in Thailand during the tax year only.
(2) The above mentioned methods shall be compared with the
value amount of tax that was paid in Thailand and with the amount of taxes that was
paid to the foreign country, upon the following condition;
a)

In the case where the amount of taxes collected in a

foreign country is lower than the amount of tax that is paid to Thailand. The taxpayer
can use all paid taxes in the foreign country to deduct the total amount of tax in Thailand.
Example (I); Thai Co. makes income from doing
business in foreign countries around 100 million Baht, vvhere 10 million bath tax goes
to the foreign country. Thai Co., therefore, has to pay taxes in Thailand (I OO x20%)
around 20 million Baht. Consequently, Thai Co. can use the tax amount that was paid
to a foreign country to deduct the amount of tax that is needed to pay in Thailand (10
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- 20 million Baht) and Thai Co. must pay the total tax amount to Thailand after
deducting around 10 million Baht.
b)

In the case where the amount of taxes in foreign

countries is higher than the amount taxable in Thailand. The taxpayer can use the
taxes that were paid in the foreign country to deduct the tax in Thailand. The only tax
that is calculated here is the one from the taxable income; the remaining amount can
be used as expenses to generate the net profit of corporate income tax.
Example; Thai Co. has earned an income from doing
business in foreign countries, total of l 00 million Baht, paying taxes to foreign
country at around 40 million Baht, where to Thailand (l OOx20%) = 20 million Baht
were required to be paid. In this case, Thais could use the tax rate that has been paid
abroad to deduct credit in Thailand only by 20 million Baht. The remaining taxes can
be treated as expenses which will be calculated with the corporate income tax in order
to find the net profit. (Assume that the Thai tax is 20%)

So, the method of Royal Decree No.300 B.E.2539 is;

A x C

= Tax Credit

TI1e amotmt of income earned in a foreign country x Thai Co. Tax Rate
=

3.

Tax Credit that was earned is deductible in Thailand

Tax Exemption under Royal Decree No.422 B.E.2548
Under the Royal Decree No.442 B.E.2548, unilateral relief by

adopting the exemption method is a measure of international double taxation relief.
For the purpose of providing relief measures to limited companies and public companies,
the TI1ai law regulates for the dividend to be received from foreign company. This
method requires for the Thai company receiving dividend from a foreign country to
separate from calculating it with the net profit for paid tax in Thailand. Another reason
for promulgating this Royal Decree is for promoting the expansion on capacity of Thai
investors to invest in foreign countries. This has been regulated because prior to the
Royal Decree, income from foreign country could relief the burden of double taxation

by using Royal Decree No.300 B.E.2539 or benefitting from OTAs, but both measures
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usually provided tax credit not like the Royal Decree No.442 B.E.2548 which exempt
tax on income earned in a foreign country.
Royal Decree No.442 B.E.2548 specifies tax exemption on dividend
received from foreign companies 80 ;
The taxpayers benefits only if the limited company or public
company is settled under the Thai law, pminership or other juristic person is therefore
unexpected to obtain for tax relief. Thai company who received dividends shall be
held shareholder of that foreign company where the dividend is paid not less than 25
% of the holding shares in that company. The shares must be hold within the period of

not less than 6 months from the date the· dividend has been received. The company
that paid for the dividends must be a company or partnership settling under foreign
law.

1)

The Regulation of Tax Exemption for Dividend Received

from Foreign Company under Royal Decree No.442 B.E.2548 81
(1) The taxpayer under this Royal Decree to receive benefit is

the limited company or public company established under Thai law. In order to the
partnership, joint venture, foundation and association do not deem to be taxpayer
under this Royal Decree.
(2) The Thai compm1y under this Royal Decree, and received
dividends from a foreign company, shall be held on shareholder in that foreign
company or partnership who paid dividends unless than 25% of total authorize
shareholder within unless than 6 months since the date of holding shareholder until
received dividend.
(3) The dividend that was received shall be received from the
calculated net profit of foreign companies or partnerships was paid dividend to the
taxpayer, by the conditional of corporate tax rate of the country of dividend paying as;
80
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a)

The tax rate shall be no less than 15 percent of the net

profit, in case where that country provide a fixed tax rate of their corporate income
tax.
The tax rate shall be no less than 15 percent of the net

b)

profit, in case where that country provides progressive tax rate or regressive tax rate of
their corporate income tax.
(4) In case of tax regulation or tax legally in dividend payer's
country provided a measure of tax reduces or tax exemption for dividend payer on net
profit of theirs. That shall be the dividend has been taxed less than 15 percent of net
profit or unpaid tax of their net profit, Thais taxpayer shall be remain received the
benefit of tax exemption for dividend income under this Royal Decree by exemption
conditional.
Example; Company A was established under Thais law and
received dividend that was paid by company B which was established in country Z.
Company A has held on the shareholder of company B unless 25 percent of total
authorize a dividend in company B and unless the period of 6 months since holding
the dividend as shareholders .. Company B has paid dividend to company A under net
profit which provided tax exemption under country Z's regulation. Thus, company A
shall receive dividend under number (4) which can exempt dividend received from
country Z as a foreign country.
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Table 4: Example of 3.1 in 4)

Thailand
Compau:· A

Hold Shares on~
in more 6 month

25°,,~

Dividend

Country Z
Company B
Tax rate unless than 15°,,
Ta..: e:,:emption of net profit

(5) In the case where the dividend payer receiving the dividend
from a foreign countries and having to pay again to Thai Company. The dividend
payer's country has regulations that indicate that the dividend are taxable as tax credit
to calculate the income tax of dividends However, even if a Thai company has not
directly received dividends from that foreign country, the company can still claim tax
exemption for the dividends under this Royal Decree through conditional exemption.
Example; Company A was established under the Thai law
and is a shareholder of company B which was established in country Z. One may hold
shares unless 25 percent of total authorizes dividend in company B and unless a period
of 6 months since holding the shares until the day the dividends have been received
Company B has paid dividend to company A for the dividends received from company
C that was established in country X. Country Z provides tax credit that was taxed in
country X on the income of company B which paid taxes in country Z. That shall
conclude that company B has a lower tax rate or is not taxable in country Z. As a
result, company A which is a Thai company shall be remaining the benefit of this
Royal Decree under the conditional exemption.
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Table 5: Example of 3.1 in 5)
___....

Thailand

---~-...._

-----

------

Company A
---------

----

Country Z

Company C

(6) h1 accordance to this Royal Decree, Thai Companies who are
taxpayers cannot obtain tax exemption on dividend that was received from a foreign
company or paiinership. In the case of;
The dividend payer's country has a regulation on ta'C
exemption on dividend for foreign companies or partnership that was paid to Thai
companies who are tax payers, in order for the dividend payer, not to be compounding
with the dividend which was received in other foreign companies to calculate the net
loss-profit for paid corporate income tax in their country. For this case, Thais
companies cannot use the benefit of this Royal Decree for exempting on dividends that
have been received from a foreign company or partnership.
Example 1; Company A was established under Thai law
and made shareholder of company B which was established in country Z. It held
shares no less than 25 percent of the total authorized dividend in company B and no
less than a period of 6 months since holding the shares until receiving the dividends ..
Company B received dividends from Company C and regulation of Country Z were
applied for Company B not to be compounding with the dividends that were received
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from Company C in order to calculate net loss-profit for paid corporate income tax of
Company B. When Company B paid for dividends received from Company C to
Company A which was a Thai company, company A cannot receive the benefit of tax
exemption on dividends under this Royal Decree.

Table 6: Example of 3 .1 in 6), first case
----------------

Thailand

Company A

Hc:ld shares on> 25%

-----

>

··-i·---------~-------~-------

- ______ ~n~n~,~~':_o~tl~ _ _ __ _ __ __ __ ~ _ __ _ __ __ __
_

Countr:· Z

,._, .-_

__ __ _

::JF.-td-:nd.

·-.,

Tax

rat~UIU~ss

than

15~i::

Company B
To re-c.:-i-,:-:d Ta:•~ .::::-:. t:'tn ption on
di..,_-id~nd ~~""-as r-:-c'2'iY~d from
:::on1panyC

=-:old ShaE:'S

Company C

Example 2; Company A was established under the Thai law
and was shareholder of company B which was established in country Z. It held shares
no less than 25 percent of the total authorized dividends in company B and no less
than 6 months since holding the shares until receiving the dividends. Company G
received dividends from company C which was established in country X, under the
regulation of cow1try Z which provided for company B to withhold from holding
dividend that was offered by company C in order to calculate the net loss-profit of
company B and to pay for the corporate income tax on country Z. Then company B
paid for the dividends that were received from company C to company A which was a
Thai Company. In this case, company A cannot claim benefit under this Royal Decree.
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Table 7: Example of 3 .1 in 6), second case

Thailand
Company A
--......._

;;,o~d'~:~::~,:~"'' T-~-r

_: ...

-----

--------------------t----t-;~:;--------------CountryZ

··1

·'·

TErat~unlessthan15'·o
Io re~ei':~<l ta;: exemption on
di':idcnd ~;:as recei;·ed from

C ompauy B

companyC
Hold

slnr~s

:Ji·• id~nd

Country X
Company C

3.2.2 The Bilateral Relief on Double Taxation Agreement

Even though Thailand has unilateral relief measures that are stipulated in
the domestic laws in order to eliminate double taxation burden, it still occurs that the
income deriving across source basic and residence basic. Unilateral relief shall be
used when both contracting states are no negotiation paiiies to the double taxation
agreement (DT A) or it does not cover any tax burden on resident of that state. So the
primary measure for eliminating double taxation is for the contracting states to enter a DTA
to reciprocals on benefit of double tax relief to each other.
The ta'Cation law of Thailand authorizes for the contracting states to
negotiate the agreement to avoid or relief double taxation which is a burden on
taxpayers between themselves. Section 3 of the Revenue Code of Thailand, stipulates
the following Section;
"For taxes collectible under this Revenue Code, a Royal Decree may be
issued for the following purposes:
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(1) To reduce or exempt tax as suitable to the circumstances, nature of
business, or local condition;
(2) To exempt tax to persons or international organizations under the
commitment between Thailand and United Nations, under international laws, under
Conventions, or under reciprocal basis;
(3) To exempt tax to the government, state enterprise, Tessaban
(municipal), Sukapiban (municipal), religious body or public charitable organization;
The reduction or exemption under (1), (2) and (3) may be amended or
revoked by issuing a Royal Decree."
Section 3Section, Subsection 2 of the Revenue Code regulates for
Section the authorities to govern the country whereas Thailand can negotiate with
other entities under the convention or reciprocal for the purpose of exemption in tax,
that was occurring between Thailand and other contracting parties, this will result into
a Double Taxation Agreement (DTA). However, Section 3 of the Revenue Code does
not authorize or certify which DTA should be negotiated with the other state or
countries, so the government promulgated it in the Royal Decree issued under the
Revenue Code (No.18) B.E. 2505 Section 3;
"Provides exemption from tax under the Thailand Revenue Code to
persons who are entitled thereto w1der the Agreement for the Avoidance of Double
Taxation entered into or to enter into between Thailand and other countries"
To certifying, the DTA with purpose of tax avoidance negotiation
between Thailand and other countries. Presently, Thailand entered

negotiation on

DTA with over other 60 countries around the world .. 82
Nevertheless, Section 3 subsections 2 of the Revenue Code or Section 3
of Royal Decree (No.18) B.E. 2505 authorize

the Thais government to enter

negotiation with other countries or other entitles to discuss exemption rules on income
that lead to double tax burden. There are also other tax relief measures that need to be
negotiated in the DTA as regulated in the Revenue Code and Royal Decree.
The researcher's own view on the revenue code and royal decree no. 18
has a similar purpose which aims to eliminate the burden of double taxation that occur
82
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when a resident of one country earns income in another country and is being taxed in
both countries based on the residence and source taxes rule .. Therefore, other methods
rely on DTA including the reduction method, credit method or exemption method. It
falls under the scope of the government that can authorize negotiation of DTA by
applying a suitable method when negotiating with other countries.
As Thailand has entered Double Taxation Agreement (DTAs) with over
60 countries, most agreements by the Thai government applied Section 3 subsection 2
of the Revenue Code and the Royal Decree (No.18) to agree on the conditions of a
DTA because most contracting parties will have to adopt such measures into their
domestic laws. There are one or two DTAs where Thailand has made agreements and
the other country does not have a position as a state such as the DTA with Hong Kong
where "the Special Administrative Region of the People's Republic of China" part of
China does not :fall under the countries under Royal Decree No.18, and Taiwan was
also a Republic of China in order to Thailand has under a political policy on Single
China, thus any agreement that was made with Taiwan shall not fall under the meaning the
state.
For Hong Kong, Thailand can negotiate the DTA by referring to the
meaning of state in according to the Royal Decree No.18, because Hong Kong has
been a state under public international law, especially where there was full sovereign
meaning the state. However, it is not the same issue with Taiwan because they have no
legal status under the international law unlike Hong Kong. Royal Decree No.18 does
not certify or authorize for Thailand to enter DT A with Taiwan, on the issue that they
are not a state .. Therefore, with the international economic and international trade and
investment between Thailand and Taiwan, Thais government by consent of Council of
Minister in B.E. 2549 was promulgated the Royal Decree No.463 B.E.2549, in Section
3 on tax exemption, as following;
"Provides exemption tax for persons under the obligations concluded
prior on collection of double taxes concluded by the Thai Economic and Trade Office
with foreign agencies as approved by the Council of Ministers".
The Royal Decree No.463 has provides only negotiation on convention
or agreement that were made before this Royal Decree has been promulgate, because
the Thai Economic and Trade Office made the obligation on the agreement on 29
August 2006 but cannot active as explained above with the Taipei Economic and
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Trade Office and the "Protocol to the Agreement the Thailand Trade and Economic
Office in Taipei and the Taipei Economic and Trade Office in Thailand for the
Avoidance of Double Taxation and the Prevention of Fiscal Evasion with respect to
Taxes on Income" to certify Article 26 of that protocol in which each country shall
assure for such amendment to be adopted to domestic laws.

1.

The privileges of DTAs as the source country

Taking into account that Thailand has entered DTAs with many
other countries, Thailand can be considered to be the source country to negotiate
limitation, authorization on taxes, and collection of taxes such as;
1)

On Incomes where Thailand has no authorization to collect tax;

income occurring on aircraft transaction, income of students, etc.
2)

On Incomes where Thailand sets ce1tain conditions; income of

business profit, income of dependence or independence of personal service.
3)

On Incomes where Thailand sets tax limit rate; income from

dividend, income from royalties, income from interests, etc.

2.

r--

Eliminating Double Taxation under DTAs as Residence Countr}'

While Thailand as residence country cannot provide limitation on
taxation, because there was authorize to taxed on income was the provision of source
country. Thus, the residence country shall only follow the DTA to eliminate double
taxation where tax has been collected in a source country taxpayers who are residents
of Thailand .. In addition, in entering OTA with other countries, Thailand has provided
for elimination of double taxation deriving from source country through 4 methods
which are exemption method, ordinary tax credit method, underlying tax credit
method and tax sparing credit method.

1)

The Exemption Method

Tax exemption method under OTA stipulates that Thailand
cannot tax on some type of income that is indicated in the OTA. Such as, income
from capital gain under OTA between Thailand and Belgium (Full exemption), the
income from, transfer shares under OTA of Thailand and Netherlands (Full
exemption), etc.
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2)

The Ordinary Tax Credit Method 83

The ordinary tax credit method is the formal basic method in
any DTAs with Thailand between the other countries. Under this method provide to a
person who is a resident of Thailand, has earned incomes from contracting state and
paid tax in that country. Thai resident's taxpayer can be use tax was paid in
contracting state be a tax credit in Thailand. However, the amount of tax credit has
taxed in the contracting state in this method does not used than total tax has paid in
Thailand.

The method for calculating the ordinary tax credit;
Tax Credit = Income earned from contracting state
Total all income has earned

x

amount Thai taxed

Tax Credit = A x C
B

Example; Company A established under Thais law have
branch in Japan, has earned income in year 2014 about 400 million Baht. This is
income from branch in Japan about 200 million Baht (has allowance expenses under
Revenue Code 40 million Baht) and has taxed in Japan in 16 million Baht, and has
earned income from Thailand about 200 million Baht (has allowance expenses under
Revenue Code 60 million Baht) and has withholding taxed in 2 million Baht. (Assume
CIT has 30%, and assume Thailand and Malaysia have DTA under this example case)
For calculating ta'C credit;

1st steps
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Total income has earned in 2014

400MB

Deductible Allowance under RD

100 MB

Revenue Department, The Manual of Tax Exemption under Revenue Code

to the Person under Double Taxation Agreement, (Bangkok, February 2556), at
http://download.rd.go.th/fileadmin/download /insight_ pasi/DTA _BOOK.pdf, pp.45-48.
(last visited 29 August 2015).
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Net Profit

300MB

Thai Tax Rate 3 0%

135 MB

211d steps
Company A can use tax credit was paid in Japan to calculate
under the method of DTA between Thailand and Japan;
Tax Credit = Income earned :from oontract:ing state x amount Thai taxed
Total all income has earned

200 MB x 135 MB .
400MB

67.5 MB

Company A can use foreign (Japan) tax credit under DTA
method, but cannot use amount tax credit was taxed in Japan has more than 67.5 MB,
thus Company A has taxes was paid in Thailand in 50 MB (67 MB - 16 MB) - l MB.

3)

The Underlying Tax Credit Method 84

Underlying tax credit is an indirect tax credit for taxes on
company profit that was paid dividend in contracting state, in order to Thai resident
taxpayer was receiver dividend has paid by the company for contracting state. By the
condition of underlying tax credit, the resident in Thailand (receiver) shall be hold
shares in the company has paid dividend unless 25 percent of authorize shares of that
company. However, the amount credit on this method shall be considered on the taxed
of the companies who paid dividend for calculating the underlying tax credit, and
looking on DTA between Thailand and other contracting states to provide a limit on
amount tax credit.

Example; Company A was established under Thais law and was
authorized shareholder of company B residents of Malaysia in amount 30 percent of
84
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total authorize share on company B. In which year 2014 company A has earned
income about 340 million Baht, from business in Thailand 200 million Baht and from
business in Malaysia about 140 million, and also company A has allowance expenses
under Revenue Code about 80 million Baht. Beside, company A has withholding tax
in dividend was paid from Malaysia about 14 million Baht (Assume Thailand and
Malaysia has an equatorial CIT tax rate of 30 percent, and assume Thailand and
Malaysia has OTA under this example case)

l st step
Calculate underlying· tax credit of company A from a profit of
the dividend paid company (company B), by use CIT tax rate of Malaysia divide by
100 and minus CIT of Thailand and multiply by dividend was paid;

Thus,

Tax Rate ofM

x

Dividend was paid

-

100 - Tax Rate of T

L
30
100 - 30

Underlying Tax Credit
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I

x 14MB

MB

*

Then, the amount of underlying tax credit company A shall be
calculated that credit to income was earned in 2014 for calculate tax was paid in
Thailand;

340

MB

Deductible allowance expenses

80

MB

Net profit

260

MB

Tax was paid in Thailand (CIT 30%)

78

MB

Total income A Co, has earned in 2014

2nd

step
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Company A has been to calculate under the DTA for exempt
income tax of company A on Thailand;

Tax Credit

=

income has earned in contracting state

x

Thai tax was paid

All income was earn of that company

140 MB

x

78

MB

340 MB

32,117,647 MB

Company A can use tax credit under the DTA for exemption
on CIT on Thailand in the year 2014 with true income but not amount limit on
32,117,647 million Baht Also company A has withholding tax was taxed in Malaysia
about 14 MB plus with underlying tax credit has calculate on Malaysia about 60 MB,
that has total credit of the company A about 74 MB. However, under DTA Thailand and
Malaysian company A can use full tax credit was calculated, but not amount
32,117,647 MB. Thus, company A has tax under underlying tax credit was paid in
Thailand is 45,882,353 MB (78 MB - 32,117,64 7 MB).

4)

The Tax Sparing Credit Method 85

*

Under the DTAs which Thailand has negotiated with other
contracting states, provides to certify on incentive of investment that contracting states
has provided to the Thai' s investor who invest in that country and receives the
privilege of investment of that country. On the investment privilege usually they
provide avoidance or exemption tax on net profit of Thai's investor earned in their
country. So, DT As mention to Thailand was residence country shall be use avoidance
and exemption tax that source country provide to Thai' s investors deem to be tax was
paid in source countries and be a tax credit of that Thai' s investor.
Example: Company A establish under Thais law, with year
2014 has earned dividend income has paid for company B was subsidiary of company
85

Ibid, pp.56 -- 60.
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A established in Japan about 8 MB and has taxed on withholding tax on Japan about
10 percent of that dividend (800,000 Baht). Also company B has entered on board of
investment of Japan to receive the investment privilege to exemption withholding tax
on that dividend income. Then, company A has earned income in year 2014 for doing
business in Thailand about l 00 MB and has expenses can deduct about 20 MB
(assume Thailand has CIT on 30% and has DTA under this case to each other)

1st step
Income of company A has earned 2014

108

MB

Deductible allowance expenses

20

MB

Net profit

88

MB

Tax was paid in Thailand (CIT 30%)

26.4

MB

In order to, if DTA between Thailand and Japan has provides
ordinary tax credit, in this case company A shall not be using tax credit to use tax
privilege for provides from Japan to benefit in Thailand because company A not under
subject to taxes in Japan.
Nevertheless, Thailand and Japan provide tax privileges for
investment, company A can calculate the tax credit by use DTA for exempt tax on
corporate income tax in Thailand.

211 d step
The method to calculate the tax credit under tax privilege of
investment under DTA as;

Tax credit= income eam from contracting state x am0lll1t offiiai tax:
All income earned

Tax credit

~ x 26.4MB
108 MB

1.956 MB
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However, company A shall be use tax credit under the DTA
between Thailand and Japan, but not use tax credit more than the amount of 1.956
MB. But company A has received dividends from Japan about 8 MB has exemption
taxed on withholding tax from Japan under the DTA that was deemed to company A
has tax paid but not paid in Japan under privilege investment about 800,000 Baht.
Company A has a duty to pay taxes in Thailand about 25.6 MB (26.4 MB - 800,000
Baht).

5)

Matching Tax Credit Method
Under matching tax credit method, the DTAs has mention fix

tax rates for taxpayers to use tax credit in each country, by inconsideration for the
amount of taxpayer shall be any amount of taxed in foreign in contracting state

Chapter 4
The Analysis of the conflict between Unilateral and Bilateral Relief
Measures under the Thai Income Taxation Law

The main objective of unilateral and bilateral relief measures is to eliminate the
burden of double taxation that occur when taxpayer has been taxed for one income or
profit for more than one time from more than one country .. With this objective in
mind, measures to eliminate double taxation should be related to one another,
meaning, that the relief of Unilateral and Bilateral measures should be in coexistence
with one another, not be collided in providing tax privileges, and be in consistence
with each other.
Unilateral and Bilateral relief measures should provide tax privileges that relief
the burden of double taxation. At the same time, a taxpayer can only benefits from
such measures if it falls under the condition of unilateral and bilateral relief measures
that allows for such tax privileges.
In principle, ta'< privileges, both unilateral and bilateral measures should have
equal capacity on elimination the burden of double taxation, they are not to be used
together as they would overlap in tax privileges that one may be able to obtain which
may even be dan1aging to investment that require Capital Import Neutrality (CIN) and
Capital Export Neutrality (CEN) in the international economics.
This Independence Studies (IS) research is a part of the School of Law, the
LL.M Taxation Program of Assumption University. It will address the problem of
unilateral relief measures and the income taxation law under the Royal Decree No.300
B.E. 2539 (Royal Decree 300) and the Royal Decree No.442 B.E. 2548 (Royal Decree
442), which have conflicting issues in non-existing and unparalleled with bilateral
relief measures.
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4.1 Unparalleled of Tax Privilege on the Unilateral Reliefs under the
Royal Decree No.300 B.E. 2539 and Bilateral Relief of DTAs

Unilateral and bilateral measures are widely used. With the recommendations
of the Revenue Depa1iment, the Thai government has promulgated measures related to
unilateral relief in the Royal Decree No. 300 B.E. 3539, with the purpose of eliminating
double taxation occurring for Thai investors when doing business in a foreign coW1try,
in case where a foreign country is not a signatory to the double taxation agreement
(DTAs). Unilateral relief measures that have been adopted are tax credits or tax
exemptions to investors in Thai investors.
However, as the main objective of the Royal Decree No. 300 B.E. 2539 focus
on representation to the double taxation agreement (DTAs), where it may occur that
foreign source country are not signatory pmiy to the tax agreement with Thailand,
Section 3 of the Thai Revenue Code regulates for taxes to be collectible for the
following purposes; namely, to reduce or exempt tax: suitable to the circumstances,
nature of business, and local condition.
Therefore, the unilateral measures under Royal Decree No. 300should are in
coexistence, by eliminating double taxation the san1e way that DTAs would indicate.
It shall take into consideration, Thai investors who have been doing business and

invested in foreign countries. The terms and conditions should be deliberated between
foreign source country and they shall be able to come to an agreement what measures
should be used to eliminate the burden of double taxation. Foreign source countries
should be receiving the equal benefit of tax privilege for the promotion of eliminating
the burden of double taxation by use of a unilateral relief measure that is stipulated in
Royal Decree No. 300 and in the DTAs. At the san1e time, this shall not be opposing
with the principle of unilateral and bilateral relief measures.
In Chapter 2 and 3, the writer elaborated about unilateral relief measures
regulated in the Royal Decree No. 300 which stipulates under Section 3 regarding tax
exemption ' . .. to have tax exemption for that income equal amount of the tax was paid
in a foreign country but not then, the amount tax was paid in Thailand for that
income ... ' in term of foreign tax credit. However the problem of this Royal Decree is
that the status is not equal to the foreign tax credit method which is provided in DTA.
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This might be provide unparalleled of tax privilege to investors and can made
distraught to the capital import neutrality (CIN) and the capital export neutrality
(CEN), for non-neutrality of calculation to amount tax credit. Because the calculation
method of foreign tax credit in both types of tax reliefs measure is different, unilateral
relief measures aim to replace DTA in the country where no DTA has been made with
Thailand. In principle, unilateral relief measures can only be used by Thai residence
not on income from countries where Thailand is a signatory party to the DTA
The problem on calculating the amount of foreign tax credit between the Royal
Decree No.300 and DTAs has not been of unparalleled level. The Royal Decree No.
300 has provided a tax credit method of the formula as following;

(A x C =Foreign Tax Credit).
The total earned amount income in that foreign country will be multiplied by the
tax rate which wills results in the amount of foreign tax credit of that company that
will be deductible in Thailand. Foreign tax credit as bilateral relief measures uses a different
calculation method.
Bilateral relief measures comply with the OECD model and UN model
depending on the negotiated parties, both developed or developing country, to
preserve an international standard on foreign tax credit. Thailand is more in favor of
using the UN model. The following formula shall be used for the calculation on foreign tax
credit when Thailand is negotiating conditions of the DTA with other countries;

(~ x c =Foreign Tax Credit).
B
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It calculates the total income amount earned in a foreign country, multiply it
with the amount of tax rate in Thailand and divide the number with the total amount of
income that a company has earned as worldwide income. The final amount will be the
foreign tax credit that was earned by that company and can be deductible in Thailand.
Even though, the calculation of foreign tax credit under the unilateral relief
measures (Royal Decree No. 300) and bilateral relief measures (DTA) as we can see,
provide different formulas to find the amount of tax credit to be deductible in total
income of a Thai company, this method provides the amount of foreign tax credit to
Thai investors over the benefit that a DTA may provide. The Royal Decree No. 300
does not contain a regulation that divides the worldwide income as the OTAs requires.
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Consequently, let's assume that there are two Thai investor companies, A and
B, want to invest in foreign countries. Company A has invested in Kazakhstan with no
negotiated tax treaty (DTA) with Thailand. So in 2014, tax year, Company A has
earned an income from Kazakhstan total to about 100 million Baht. Because
Kazakhstan and Thailand have not made a DTA, Company A may have to carry the
burden of being taxed twice on income earned in Kazakhstan which taxed (assume
Kazakhstan has a corporate income tax rate is 20%) about 20 million Baht. After that,
Company A has paid taxes to Thailand based on the worldwide income principle
where in 2014, he earned about 100 million Baht and therefore had to be taxed in
Thailand approximately (assume Thailand has a corporate income tax rate is 25%) 25
million Baht. So, Company A carries the tax burden of 45 million Baht. However,
Royal Decree No. 300 provides for foreign tax credit as a unilateral relief measures,
Company A is entitled for the tax credit (total income was earned from Kazakhstan x
Thais corporate income tax rate = foreign ta'< credit, 100

x

25% = 25 million Baht).

Resulting in Company A having to pay taxes of 5 million Baht (for the reason that the
total tax were already paid in a foreign and can be converted to foreign tax credit,
depending on the restrictions set for the total tax rate in Thailand, 25 - 20 = 5 million
Baht).
In another case, Company B invests in the Republic of Korea (South Korea). A
DTA has been negotiated to eliminate the burden of double taxation with Thailand.
This has been put into force since Jw1e 29th' 2007. In 2014, tax year, Company B has
earned an income of about l 00 million Baht from South Korea and South Korea Babt
20 million Baht. For Thailand, the tax burden would be 50 million Baht (asswne
company B has worldwide income of200 million Baht) where the total amount of ta'<
burden of company B would be 70 million Baht. However, Thailand and South Korea
have signed a DTA to eliminate double taxation by using the ordinary tax credit
method which would be 25 million Baht ((100

x

25)

-7-

200 = tax credit of company B

about 25 million Babt). Then total amount of tax to be paid in Thailand would be 25
million Baht (50 of worldwide income - 25 of tax credit= 25).
The Revenue Department, nevertheless, has a tax ruling principle stipulated in
the Ministerial Regulation MF 0706/10858 dated December 28

111

,

2005 which provides

the standard regulations, and the methodology for selecting a method to relief the
burden of double taxation as a resident of Thailand. Taxpayers will have to select to
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either deduct expenses by means of bilateral tax relief measures under the Double Tax
Agreement (DTAs) or unilateral tax relief on Royal Decree No. 300 B.E. 2539, in
which it is devised to use one method per country, meaning, that a third relief measure
cannot be chosen to reduce the burden of double taxation in another country. With this
position, several issues occur, from why the amount of foreign tax credits differ in
each country, which countries have entered a DTA with Thailand and which countries
have not signed DTA with Thailand.

Comparison between the foreign tax credit and the Unilateral and Bilateral
relief measures

(Unit: Million Baht)
Item

Royal Decree

Ordinary Tax Credit

No. 300

UnderDTA

Foreign Income

100

100

Foreign Taxed (20%)

(20)

(20)

Net Profit

100

*

assume has only foreign income
Worldwide Income

*

From foreign income
100 (TH)

Not consider to calculate

200

25

50

Thailand Ta'C Burden (25%)
Before tax credit

100

" s

~(

25
Tax Credit

Full taxed in foreign not more

100
( 200

x

so= 2s)

than tax was paid to Thailand
Tax was Paid to Thailand

Total Taxed Burden

5

25

(25 - 20)

(50 - 25)

25

45

Likewise, the above comparison table reveals that both Thai compames;
Company A and Company B, should receive the same amount of tax credit as the
unilateral and bilateral relief measures provide to lessen the burden of double taxation.
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Comparing with tax privilege providing in Double Taxation Agreement (DTA)
which is bilateral relief measure, unilateral relief measure provides more privilege on
the amount of tax credit according to the Royal Decree No. 300. Therefore, the
calculation method in formula of the Royal Decree No. 300 causes the government to
loss more tax revenue than the calculation method provided in the DTA.
Moreover, international taxation has a concept of neutrality which is important as
well. Neutrality on capital export in relation to taxation shall mean equal treatment for
all taxpayers, as well as, not distoti the idea for investors to make investment. So,
measures of unilateral and bilateral are a part of international taxation which
eliminates the tax burden for double taxation. Royal Decree No. 300 provides a higher ·
amount for foreign tax credit when compared to DTAs which can naturally be
distotied easily when Thai wants to invest in a foreign country, as has been explained
in the two examples above. Additional, the unparalleled level of Royal Decree No.300
on the amount of tax credit and Double Taxation Agreement might obstruct the
expansion of Thai investors to invest into a board.
Therefore, it can be seen that there has been inequality in granting tax
privileges, from the benefits regulated in Royal Decree No.300 that gives more tax
credit to tax payers than the DTA does and the government will lose budget from
collecting excessive taxes because a higher tax credit will mean that the government
can collect less taxes.
ol.

4.2 Lacking of the Provision Regarding Unilateral Relief in Royal
Decree No. 300 B.E. 2539 and Royal Decree No. 442 B.E. 2548
The third issue of this research shall analyses the legal loopholes of unilateral
relief measures under Royal Decree No. 300 and Royal Decree No. 442. The
regulation on unilateral relief measures that have been stipulating the method in the
royal decree is unclear and can cause confusion in the enforcement process which
seems to be a gap in the tax system. In some cases, this gap may lead to the extent
where excessive use of tax benefits may damage investments. It would not only
conform to the purpose of the taxes, but also eliminate some or all tax liabilities that
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ought to be paid to the source country. The researcher will separate the two parts of the
problems in relation to the Royal Decree No. 300 and Royal Decree No. 442.

1.

The Royal Decree No. 300 B.E. 2539 and the tax ruling approach

introduced by the Revenue Department, MF 0706/10858,dated December 28 1'\ 2005,
gives taxpayers three channels they can select from to address the issue of double
taxation. That would mean that the 3 channels should be working in coexisting with
one another, since they serve the same purpose which is elimination double taxation in
similar ways .. However, MF 0706/10858 rules that only one channel can be used to
eliminate the double taxation problem of each country in that tax year. ·
To begin with, the first loophole that the Royal Decree No. 300 contains
is that in regarding to relief double taxation; there is no clear instruction on how the
process would look like. Once a taxpayer has received the tax privilege under the
Double Taxation Agreement (DTAs) they are prohibited to use Royal Decree No. 300
for their next time.
One example where it has become an issue is when a Thai company
invested in Vietnam with one permanent establishment and their earned income on
service fee from Vietnam. The Revenue Department of Vietnam has taxed on
withholding taxes to that Thai company of about 15% and provide withholding tax
certificate in Vietnam to Thai companies. So, the Thai company remitted the
withholding tax certificate from Vietnam to the Thai Revenue Department in order to
receive foreign tax credit under Royal Decree No. 300 B.E. 2539. The tax was paid in
a foreign country, 15% withholding tax has already been paid to Vietnam; the Thai
Revenue Department provides foreign tax credit under Royal Decree No. 300of15 %
to this Thai company. However, Thailand and Vietnam have signed a negotiated
Double Taxation Agreement (DT A) between The Kingdom of Thailand and The
Socialist Republic of Vietnam for Avoidance of Double Taxation, and A1iicle 7 of
DTA, regulates that the service fee is deemed to Business Profit in paragraph l
provided not be subject to tax liability in Vietnam, so this Thai company used this
term to claim to the Vietnam Revenue Department which has not been authorized to
taxed.
In this situation, Thailand has lost income from taxes that have derived
from a source country (Vietnam), which happens due to negligence and unclearness of
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understanding the process in the Royal Decree No. 300. This has caused tremendous
damages to the Thai tax system. The loopholes also provide double tax privileges from
unilateral and bilateral relief measures.

It is crucial to consider amending the

regulation on unilateral tax relief as it has been distinct systematically, and damaging
the income cash flow of Thailand from taxable income extremely and excessively.
2.

Residence country aim for liability to eliminate double taxation occurring

to residents of that state for the purpose of inventive to resident derive the income to
the residence country for benefit of cash flowing in resident economics. The dividend
is one of foreign income that has occurred when Thai investors hold share in foreign
companies and benefit when the foreign company abroad makes profit (after taxed)
and dividends are paid shareholders. However, when the dividend is considered as
corporate income that is being taxed under the tax regulation in Thailand, elimination
of dividend income has been provided in any double taxation agreement (DTAs) that
Thailand has negotiated with the foreign countries, within the use Bilateral tax relief
On the other hand, with some

cases where there is no OTA

with

Thailand or is still being negotiated for the purpose of eliminate double taxation,
including dividend, Thai investors holding shares in foreign companies that set up
aboard, the burden of double taxation in dividend income may occur once they have
been delivered to Thailand. In case of the Royal Decree No. 442 B.E. 2548, to enact for
eliminating double taxation on dividend was occurring in this double tax burden to
solve the problem, by providing tax exemption to Thai investors for dividend income
that have been received from foreign countries, in case of taxed after the date of
enactment of the Royal Decree No. 442.
According to Royal Decree No. 442, the elimination method for double
tax burden on dividends to Thai resident who has received dividend from foreign
countries in case of unsigned DTAs with Thailand, by position to tax: exemption method on
dividend was taxed in a foreign country, for not remit dividend income which was
received from a foreign country and taken into account to calculate the net profit of the
tax to be paid to the Thai government.
Notwithstanding, from analysis of the regulation of the Royal Decree
No. 442 and according to the Tax Ruling of Revenue Department of MF.0706
(KM.04)/883, which provides tax privilege to Thai investor within double steps of
privileges. Step number one, the Royal Decree No. 442 has a rule on tax exemption on
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dividend for receiving from foreign countries under its regulation. Step number two,
taxpayers who receive dividends from foreign countries, in some cases withholding
tax less than 15 percent of total dividend were taxed. Ruling MF.0706 (KM.04)/883
provides 15 percent withholding for foreign country that cannot be exempted under the
Royal Decree No. 442. However the Ruling provides deductible expenses under
Section 65 bis of the Revenue Code section 65 bis not be prohibited on Section 65 ter.
Royal Decree No. 442 describes the exemption methods on eliminating double
taxation by unilateral relief measures. This method prevent privileges more than the
tax credit method under Royal Decree No. 300 where just some part of the tax burden
will be eliminated, however, the exemption does not cover the tax burden related to
..

dividend that have not been calculated to the Thai tax law. Consequently, the question
on why does the Revenue Department provides more privilege, 15 percent of
withholding tax, in foreign countries to certain kind of position, where deductible
expenses of net profit can be taxable. Therefore, providing tax exemption on the Royal
Decree No. 442, that has sufficiently tax privileges under tax exemption method, for
prevented withholding tax be as deductible expenses on that would be excessive
privilege to tax by elimination method, under the Royal Decree No. 442 and according
to the Ruling of Revenue Department of MF.0706 (KM.04)/883, which inappropriate
to provide double benefit to eliminate tax burden that was received full elimination by
tax exemption method.
This clearly illustrate that there is a loophole in the taxation system that
redundant to the tax privilege from exemption on the income and providing deductible
expenses on withholding taxes. Surely, the principle of fairness, equity and neutrality
to the Thai investors is crucial when adopting a OTA and the unilateral relief measures
which could affect the taxation system completely.

Chapter 5
Conclusion and Recommendation
5.1 Conclusion

This study on 'The Conflicting Issues between Unilateral and Bilateral Reliefs
under the Thailand Taxation Law' focus on the analysis of eliminating double taxation
burden when the income of the companies or entities has derived between cross-border
of source jurisdiction. and residence jurisdiction. This research subjected to study
international taxation between two or more countries, which is part of the public
international law, in order to study the statuses and connections between the states.
The research could conclude that according to international taxation law, there are
three types of methodologies that can eliminate the double tax burden, namely; unilateral
tax relief, bilateral tax relief, and multilateral tax relief. This research considers the
popularity of tax reliefs and what is being used in Thailand which is unilateral tax
relief and bilateral tax relief. Each tax relief methods, whether it is unilateral or
bilateral should be working in accordance with the principle of coexisting network,
equity and neutrality while also focusing on Thais taxpayers who directly receive the
tax privileges to eliminate double taxation.
The study revealed that Thailand uses both types of double taxation relief
method. Unilateral, when eliminating double tax burden with countries that are not
negotiation party of the double taxation agreement (DTAs) with Thailand, and
bilateral; when eliminate the double tax burden with countries that have negotiated
OTAs with Thailand. Therefore, Thailand tax system provides three methodologies
to eliminate double taxation; deductible expenses under Thailand Revenue Code
section 65 bis and section 65 ter, unilateral tax relief under on the Royal Decree No.
300 B.E.3539 and the Royal Decree No. 442 B.E. 2548 as discussed in this paper, and
bilateral relief within the Double Taxation Agreement (DTAs) of the OECD model
and the UN model. In Thailand, the Revenue Department, Ministry Regulation MF
0706/l 0858, regulates the standard methodology for taxpayers where they may select
one measure to relief double taxation based on the jurisdiction of every country
for every tax year.
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The study further revealed that there were some ambiguity on the principles
and methodologies regarding the unilateral tax relief, not only were they to complex to
be used but they also caused legal gaps. This also led to loss of revenue in taxes.
Fmther, it led to problem of equity in taxation and the cause of non-neutrality
in economy and investment in Thailand. In this research, the researcher focused on the
problem by the Royal Decree No. 300 B.E. 2539, and the Royal Decree No. 442 B.E.
2548.
Firstly, the Royal Decree No. 300 B.E. 2539, would have to certify the
foreign tax credit method in formula (A x C = Foreign Tax Credit), calculated from
(total amount income earned in foreign country ( x) Thais tax rate = foreign tax credit),
while looking at the foreign tax credit method of OTAs in formula of ( ~ x c =
B

Foreign Tax Credit), which was calculated by using the total amount income earned
in foreign country ( x) amount of Thais taxed (+) total amount worldwide income =
foreign tax credit. Therefore, the Royal Decree No.JOO that mainly focus on
the elimination of double taxation was not signed OTAs with Thailand that should not
provide tax privilege more than foreign tax credit under formula calculation under
DTAs method. This has led to the belief that cause of distortion to the investors who
invest in a country where a OTA is present, and where no OTA has been made, be
wiped out of the neutrality.
A thorough analysis has found the loopholes in the Royal Decree No. 300,
where the condition of providing foreign tax credit was unclear when the regulation is
being used, and filling the gaps of such regulation could lead to increasing privileges.
Benefits from OTAs by not subjecting to tax and trying to claim for tax privileges
under the Royal Decree No. 300, not only lead to double tax privileges, but also
present inappropriation in the tax system.
Secondly, the study on the Royal Decree No. 442 B.E. 2548 bas revealed the
problem of providing excessive tax privileges by use of tax exemption related
to dividend which were received from foreign countries in case of non-negotiated
DTAs with Thailand. Over exemption on dividend was received from receiving full
tax exemption, under Tax Ruling of Revenue Department of MF.0706 (KM.04)/883
which regulate

on withholding taxing a foreign country that can be used for

deductible expenses under Revenue Code section 65 bis, if not prohibited in section 65
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ter. This calculates the net loss and profit for tax paid to Thailand, to excessively under
the measure of tax exemption, and inappropriation after providing exemption method.
According to this study, the specification of tax privileges in unilateral tax
relief for eliminating the double taxation burden occurred due to crossing borders
of tax jurisdiction on source country and residence country. For Thai investors who
invested in some other countries who do
expand the territory and give

not have DTAs with Thailand, this can

opportunities to investors for investing

aboard by

reducing or relieving tax burden which occurred.
Nevertheless, whether it is unilateral tax relief under the Royal Decree
No. 300 B.E. 2539, the Royal Decree No. 442 B.E. 2548 or any other act, there should
be specification on appropriate measures that are arbitrarily. Considering e specific
unilateral tax relief without connection it to bilateral relief should be in accordance
to capital import neutrality (CIN) and capital export neutrality (CEN).
In addition, to specify on unilateral tax relief without restraint, arbitrary
or without the axiom of international treats unsuitable. Inevitably, losing tax revenue
can become harmful to stability of investment opportunities to Thai investors who
have expanded their business to foreign countries, especially where no negotiating
country entered a Double Taxation Agreement (DTAs) with Thailand which could
become an opportunity to expand a new market toward international economic.
Looking forward to the AEC (ASEAN Economic Community), if Thailand hasn't
resolved the problem of unilateral tax relief to comply with the international standard,
it may affect international investment either imports and exports related to tax
privileges of unilateral double taxation relief it may mostly affect investment
to Thailand. However, if Thailand has resolved the problem by raising the level of
foreign tax credit, filling loopholes of excessive tax privilege, amended provisions
related to tax privileges on exempt dividend, inevitably, and made the provisions more
clear Thai investors shall gain a sense of neutrality related to the tax system which
could also strengthen the Thai economics system
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5.2 Recommendations

As the research focus on analyzing unilateral tax relief in Thailand that aims
to

eliminate double taxation and compares

it with bilateral tax relief and the

international tax law; the following three problems came up:-

1.

On the problem of unparalleled of the Royal Decree No. 300 B.E. 2539 and

the bilateral tax relief measures in DTAs, there are different levels for the calculation
on foreign tax credits. For this case, the researcher proposes to amend the regulation
on the calculation of foreign tax credit and to equal what is provided in a double
taxation agreement (DTAs) with formula of ( ~ x c =Foreign Tax Credit). This
B

should be more suitable than the present formula of the Royal Decree No. 300 B.E.
2539. By using same formula which is provided in the DTA, it would cause fairness to
the tax payers. Moreover, the same formula will profit the government by not losing
tax revenue from providing excessive privileges in foreign tax credit as it was in the
formula of the Royal Decree No.300 (Ax C =Foreign Tax Credit).

2.

On the provisions regarding unilateral tax relief measures in the case

of the Royal Decree No. 300 B.E. 2539 and the Royal Decree No. 442 B.E. 2548 and
the inappropriation in providing excessive tax privileges, the researcher shall
recommend the following 2 proposals;
1)

In the case of the Royal Decree No. 300 B.E.2539, there should be a

clearer regulation on granting tax privilege. In case of taxpayers who are subjected to the
elimination of double taxation under DTAs of Thailand, they should be prohibited to the
usage of the elimination method of foreign tax credit under the Royal Decree No. 300
B.E.2539 which is another tax privilege.
2)

The Royal Decree No. 442 B.E. 2548 gives taxpayers a privilege

to the exemption on dividend which was received from foreign country. Moreover, the
taxpayers can claim the withholding tax which was already paid in foreign country
as deductible expenses within Thailand. Therefore, in order to prevent the double
privileges to taxpayers, there should be the amendment on this regulation
by setting a condition for the taxpayers who recieved dividend from foreign country to
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be subject to the exemption and have tax privileges according to Royal Decree No.
442. Which the taxpayer want to use the above privilege, the withholding taxes have
been paid in foreign country shall not be incorporated as a deductible expenses in the
tax accounting report.
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A Comparative Table of the Unilateral and Bilateral Tax Relief Measures in Thailand

(Unit: million Baht)
Unilateral Relief
Income/tax list

RD

1

Bilateral Relief
RD

2

Deduct

Ordinary

Underlying

300

442

Credit

Credit

100

100

100

100

70

20

20

20

20

-

-

5J

-

-

80

100

100

100

70

-

-

-

Expenses
1. Income from foreign investment

2. Tax was paid in foreign
r. I ~

(20%)
..

20

s ...,I

3. Deductible expenses in Thailand
4. Net profit

""~

-

5. Underlying tax credit

6. Total earned income
r.

-

-

~

30*

100 (TH)

100 (TH)

-

200

200

-

50

50

(25)

-

r-•.

7. Taxes burden in Thailand (25%)

25

20

~

~--·-

-

(20)

- -~-·

-

8. Tax credit from foreign investment
~

20

5

~

25

25

40

25 4

20

45)

25

9. Total tax paid in Thailand
10. Total tax burden

1

Royal Decree No.300 B.E.2539

2

Royal Decree No.422 B.E.2548

3

This figure is used to calculate the profit of companies in Thailand.

4

In order to verify tax credit, it shall be calculated with the total income that has been

earned (this shall not include the worldwide income).
5

DTAs.

This calculation method is universally used to find the tax credit amount under
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The above comparative tax relief table indicates two problems. Firstly, unpatrolled
taxation in tax privilege between tax credits can be found according to the Royal Decree No.
300 and ordinary tax credit under bilateral relief. This had led to a problem; from different
methods of calculation even among tax credit in Royal Decree No.300 which expresses to be
among the higher rate than the ordinary tax credit. However, there are different fommlas that
can be used to calculate the result that total the not equal tax burden.
Second, the loophole of Royal Decree No. 442 permits for withholding taxes to be
paid in foreign countries and then to be deductible expenses, but on the underlying tax credit
deductible expenses are strictly prohibited.

